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Welcome to Compass…
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been up all night writing lists. FOMO they call it; Fear Of Missing Out – that you’re not doing
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Letters • Dear Compass...

Illustration by Abigail Baldwin

Dear Editor,  
I was genuinely fascinated by
the interview with explorer
Benedict Allen in the last issue
of Compass. Of course, we’d all
seen the headlines about his
disappearance in the jungles
of Papua New Guinea, but
the reality was even more
gripping. It made me think
about the dilemma faced by
modern explorers – how hard
it must be to disappear into
the wilderness, as technology
and social media make us more
connected than ever.

Dear Compass,
Next year my wife turns 60 and I
would like us to go on a once-in-alifetime adventure. The problem
is that she prefers cities, and I
prefer dramatic landscapes and
getting out into nature. Do you
have any suggestions?

Dear Compass,
I was delighted to read the article on
Dr Jane Goodall in Compass (‘Animal
Magnetism’, summer 2018). Too
little is known about this pioneering
woman’s work with the chimps of
Tanzania.
- Joyce Miller, by email

- Keith Bradbury, Gloucs

Dear Mr Bradbury,
What a lovely question. I’d say the
Silk Road would be perfect for you
both! Turn to page 62 and prepare
to be inspired.
Editor

Dear Compass,
I pointed out the ‘Mantidy’ travelling
gadget to my husband (‘Wanted
on Voyage’, summer 2018) as he’s
always losing cables. If only they
made ‘Mantidies’ for the house and
garden!
- Caroline Walker, by email

Write to Compass

Mrs P Hughes, York
We love to hear from our readers. To submit your own letter for publication,
please write to CompassLetters@CoxandKings.co.uk
6
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COMPETITION

“This is ironic – birds of a feather
but poles apart”

CAPTION COMPETITION
CAP

We were delighted with the many entries
we received for our caption competition
– thank you once again for sending a little
laughter our way! The winner for this
issue is Mr Michael Smith, with his caption
‘This is ironic – birds of a feather but poles
apart’. Mr Smith will receive a pair of sleek
leather folios by Stow London.

TION
THIS

To those of you who didn’t win, thank you
for taking the time to enter and please
do have another shot using the image
on the right. Send an amusing caption
to accompany it (10 words maximum) to
CompassLetters@CoxandKings.co.uk,
along with your full name and address.
The winning caption will be published in
the summer 2019 issue. Entries must be
received by 1 February 2019.
For this latest competition, we’ve
partnered with the UK’s leading specialist
retailer of maps and travel books,
Stanfords, to offer you the chance to win
a classic 10” globe. The prize comes from
Stanfords’ extensive range of globes and
features a matt finish and an energyefficient LED bulb.

For their full range of maps, books and
accessories, visit stanfords.co.uk, pop
into their Stanfords Bristol store or
their London flagship store in Covent
Garden, following in the footsteps of
countless famous adventurers including
Amy Johnson, David Livingstone, Ernest
Shackleton and Michael Palin.
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NEW DIRECTIONS
As we prepare to launch an exciting season of brand new tours to some of
the world’s most tantalising places, Nigel Hosking – head of the team who
creates them – shares his favourite new journeys for 2019

City Palace, Udaipur

INDIA

Regal India
As well as a variety of new group tours,
2019 also sees the introduction of a
number of excellent private journeys
around India. One of the many to catch
my eye is our luxury, chauffeur-driven
experience, exploring the delights of
Rajasthan, staying in distinctive Oberoi
properties, and with a chance to extend
your trip in search of tigers.
Regal India is available as a private journey,
for 10 days and 8 nights from £2,655
Tigers, Bandhavgarh National Park
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TRAVEL NEWS

Bahla Fort, Oman

MIDDLE EAST

Luxury in Oman
We continue to expand our tours into
one of the most exciting and diverse
destinations in the Middle East,
Oman. With five-star accommodation
throughout, experience this land of
mystery and hidden delights in style.
Visit historic towns and forts, stunning
desert and mountain scenery, markets
and bustling souks. You’ll even sail
through crystal-clear waters on your own
private catamaran, to the marine nature
reserve of the Daymaniyat islands.
Oman in Style is available as a private
journey, for 11 days and 10 nights
from £4,195
Dhow boats, Khasab, Oman

FAR EAST

Wildlife in Borneo
Borneo offers a wonderful wealth of
experiences and sights, and one of the
world’s highest levels of biodiversity.
We offer the chance to see endangered
orang utans in their natural habitat, as
well as experiencing verdant nature trails
and treetop canopy walks – teeming with
raucous wildlife – finishing off with time to
relax at a luxury Shangri-La resort.
Borneo Wildlife Adventure is available
as a group tour, for 10 days and 7 nights,
from £2,395

Orang utans, Borneo
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Ring-tailed lemur, Madagascar

AFRICA

Solo Travellers
For 2019 our expanding range of tours for
single travellers includes two new exciting
itineraries in Africa – Madagascar and
Ethiopia. The latter features two nights
in the spectacular scenery of the Simien
mountains, while in Madagascar we see
the dramatic limestone rock formations
at Tsingy in Bemaraha National Park,
plus extraordinary baobab trees and the
chance to see several species of lemur.
Madagascar: Untouched Wilderness is
available as a Solo Travellers group tour,
for 12 days and 10 nights from £3,995

Avenue of the baobabs, Madagascar

Machu Picchu, Peru

Bicycle tour in a vineyard, New Zealand

LATIN AMERICA

CANADA

NEW ZEALAND

Featuring the highlights of Peru, Argentina
and Chile, our exiting new tour provides
a perfect introduction to Latin America,
taking in a train journey to Machu Picchu,
elegant and colourful Buenos Aires
(including its mysterious underground
tunnels) and a chance to sample
some excellent Chilean wines in
Casablanca Valley.

For one of the most comprehensive tours
of western Canada, our new self-drive
itinerary provides the perfect blend
of stunning scenery including rugged
mountains, mighty rivers and sparkling
lakes. There’s also wine tasting in the
fruitful Okanagan region, whale watching
along Vancouver Island’s Pacific coast
and a stay in a wilderness resort in British
Columbia’s backcountry.

New Zealand has a well-earned reputation
for cultural diversity and culinary
innovation, and is an exciting destination
for discerning foodies. It’s the fusion of
ethnic influences and quality product
that has enabled this identity to evolve.
Our self-drive tour threads you through
world-class wine regions and outstanding
eateries. There’s also a chance to work it
off with scenic bike rides, walks through
rainforests and jet boat rides.

A Taste of South America

A Taste of South America is available as
a group tour, for 15 days and 12 nights
from £3,295
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Western Canada

Ultimate Western Canada is available as
a self-drive tour, for 20 days and 19 nights
from £3,645

A culinary adventure

New Zealand Culinary Adventure is
available as a self-drive tour, for 14 days
and 13 nights from £2,695

TRAVEL NEWS
EUROPE

Historic Bulgaria
We have introduced three inspiring
new group tours to Eastern Europe for
2019: Bulgaria; Moldova and Ukraine;
and an exciting journey across the
southern Caucasus, taking in Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Armenia. The Bulgaria trip
will explore the country’s roots and its
ancient cities, blended with a modern
environment. And there will, of course, be
an opportunity to sample some splendid
Bulgarian wines.
Ancient & Modern Bulgaria is available
as a group tour, for 10 days and 9 nights
from £1,375
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Exclusive Collection
for Lisbon

CL

V

SHORT BREAKS

EX

Rila monastery, Sofia

L E CTI
A particular favourite,
I find the appeal of
Lisbon extends far beyond its historic
architecture, beautiful palaces, narrow
cobblestone streets and world-class
museums. There’s also the trams, the
funicular railways, and the lively and
informal restaurants in neighbourhoods
like Chiado and Principe Real. And let’s
not forget that it’s home of the irresistible
Pastéis de Belém custard tarts! We have
recently added Pousada de Lisboa to our
Exclusive Collection of properties – the
perfect base from which to explore this
charming European city.

Pousada de Lisboa is available as a
short break, for 4 days and
3 nights from £755.
Alfama district, Lisbon

Deluxe room, Pousada de Lisboa, Lisbon

Tram, Lisbon
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GUEST TRAVELLER

The History
Woman
Next year marks the 200th anniversary of Queen Victoria’s birth.
Historian Lucy Worsley tells Compass editor Jennifer Cox why she proved an
irresistible subject for her new book, Queen Victoria: Daughter, Wife, Mother, Widow

Lucy Worsley OBE is well-placed to become a national treasure.
Indeed, as Joint Chief Curator at Historic Royal Palaces, she is
responsible for inspecting and maintaining our national treasures,
in royal sites such as the Tower of London, Kew Palace and
Kensington Palace. But it is dressing up in historical garb to present
lively TV history programmes – such as Elegance and Decadence: The
Age of the Regency – that has brought her national recognition. She
is also a prolific author, bringing her trademark wit and energy to
every period from the Tudors through to the Victorians’ obsession
with murder. In her new book, Lucy Worsley turns her attention to
arguably the most famous Victorian of them all, Queen Victoria.

Lucy Worsley

You describe your new book as following Queen Victoria’s
transformation from Dancing Queen to potato?
I was a bit rude saying that, but we do all have this image of her
– an old lady in black, a bit like a jacket potato. But then there’s
another group of people who’ve seen that ITV drama, Victoria, and
think of her as Jenna Coleman. Those two mindsets and images
exist, and I know this as one of our Historic Royal Palaces sites is
Kensington Royal Palace, where Queen Victoria was born and grew
up. We get a lot of visitors, and they all seem to have one of these
two perceptions. I wanted to tell the story of how she went from
one to the other.
You work in the heartland of British history. Was it also that
being surrounded by so many royal personal possessions and
state symbols made you want to tell a more nuanced story of
Queen Victoria’s life?
I’ve wanted to write about her ever since I was a little girl, because
she had an inherently dramatic childhood, becoming Queen at just
18 years old. But more lately, I often have meetings in the room at
Kensington Palace where Victoria slept as a little girl. And it was in
that room where she was woken on the morning of 20 June 1837

to be told that her uncle, William IV, had died in the night, and she
had been Queen for the last five hours. The book is divided into 24
chapters, each an important day in Victoria’s life. For each chapter,
I visited the place where it happened. It’s an important part of this
history that I do – places as well as people.
It shocked me to read how powerless Victoria was.
She was surprisingly powerless. I always imagine her life as a trap:
something she hadn’t chosen, something she didn’t particularly
enjoy and something she felt a man would have done better. That
said, she did manage to stand up to the pressure pretty well – she
had enormous mental strength and resilience. Probably in the
same way that the present Queen does. But I’m not sure it’s a life
anybody would have chosen for themselves. In fact, if a handsome
prince asked me to marry him, I would say, ‘No thanks’. I’d know it
wasn’t a good deal.
Victoria’s childhood sounds awful. Her father, Prince Edward,
Duke of Kent and Strathearn, died when she was a baby, and
her mother, Princess Victoria of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld, was
left completely broke and under the power of Sir John Conroy.
Victoria grew up simultaneously isolated and underfed while
being hot-housed to become the future Queen of England.
I hope I’m going to change a few people’s minds about her mum,
because I actually have a tremendous soft spot for her. Normally
history books portray her as a manipulative baddy – Conroy’s
creature, cruel to her daughter – but what really changed my
mind was reading her diary, which is so poignantly loving. The day
Victoria becomes Queen, her mother writes in her diary: ‘If only she
knew how much I love her and want the best for her’. It just breaks
your heart, because Victoria at that stage is too selfish to see it.
But that selfishness has to be a survival technique? The shrewd
emotional intelligence you later talk about, has to be a response
to growing up in such an unnaturally controlling environment?
Yes. In fact, I think of Albert and Victoria as being the yin and the
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GUEST TRAVELLER

yang: he’s got the traditional intellectual
intelligence, she’s got the emotional
intelligence that hasn’t been valued
much until recent times. It kills me to
read books from 30 or 40 years ago that
describe her as being weak, overly guided
by her emotions and basically not up to
the job. In fact, the way that she acted as
Queen was perfect for the circumstances.
Because, in the 19th century, Britain had a
constitutional monarchy. So the monarchy
no longer had power, but it did have
influence. Albert thought he had power;
he’d go around telling people what to do,
and that didn’t work at all. What Victoria
did was show people that she cared –
and that was enormously effective. And
enormously good for the institution of the
monarchy. It’s sort of carried on that way
today; the monarchy can’t tell us what to
do, but they do have the power to make
people feel better about themselves.
Another modern idea she seemed to
grasp was the concept of ‘Brand Victoria’.
Oh, she was so good at that. I can imagine
another life where she would have been
editor of really successful women’s pages
in a mass-market newspaper, identifying
what millions of women would want to
read about. She was so good at things
like expressing her grief for Albert in a
way that people could sympathise with.
Dressing in black for the rest of her
life… this seems weird to us now, but
there are many reasons for her to have
done it. Firstly, nowadays when you’re
a widow, you’re not expected to look or
act differently from anyone else; you’re
just expected to get over it. But Victorians
didn’t see it like that. They felt widows
deserved special consideration and
treatment. And another reason it was cool
that Victoria dressed in black for the rest
of her life was that it was comfortable!
These loose, baggy clothes – she didn’t
have to worry about fashion. And lastly,
as you say, wearing black was terrific
visual branding; everyone knew what the
Queen looked like, because she always
looked the same.
And she took how to present herself
seriously from a young age. You paint a

Images clockwise
Queen Victoria, Franz Xaver Winterhalter studio, 1843
Queen Victoria, c. 1897
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, c. 1840
Kensington Palace and Queen Victoria memorial, London

... wearing black was
terrific visual branding;
everyone knew what the Queen
looked like, because she always
looked the same

heart-breaking picture of her as a lonely
child, just her dolls for company and
using them to practise how to behave at
court receptions. And so, of course, when
– three weeks after she turned 18 – she
became Queen, she was able to walk into
a state room full of very senior men and
play the part to perfection.
I love that moment. It’s so satisfying, when
she emerges at Kensington Palace as
Queen. And the Duke of Wellington said of
that moment, ‘She not only filled the chair,
she filled the room’. How great is that –
eighteen years old!
Queen Victoria was a prolific diarist
– often writing up to 4,000 words a
night – and you included them in your
research material. I was fascinated by
your observation, though, that diaries
were like unexploded hand grenades;
you would be seriously compromised
if the wrong people got hold of the
information they contained. To the
point that Victoria’s grandmother,
Queen Charlotte, on her deathbed in
Kew Palace, was trying to get back to
Kensington Palace to destroy hers. And
Victoria’s daughter Beatrice rewrote
some of Queen Victoria’s diaries then
destroyed the originals. In your research,

how much did you feel you could rely on
these diaries?
I think Queen Victoria knew we would
be reading her diaries one day. They
grew out of a diary her mother made
her write when she was very young
called a ‘Behaviour Book’. Every day, she
was meant to write down how she had
behaved and her mother would judge
that behaviour. It also grew out of the
religious Nonconformist diary tradition
– that you put your life out there for God
to judge. But yes, historians do have to
think about this every time they handle a
new book; you have to check them against
other sources to make sure things haven’t
been left out. And things definitely were;
some of the quarrels and nasty scenes
that I picked out in the book weren’t in
the diaries, they put a positive spin on
everything.
Your role as Historic Royal Palaces
curator gives you privileged access
to a huge number of little-seen royal
artefacts. Other than (I hear) handling
Queen Victoria’s giant pants, where else
did you turn for your research?
I’ve handled a lot of her clothes,
actually. Last summer, a colleague and
I did a project where we measured the
dimensions of every surviving piece of
Victoria’s clothing we could get our hands
on – about 150 items in total. We wanted
to track her changing shape over time, to
see if we could diagnose any interesting
health problems. And we are just in the
process of getting some wonderful new
loans for an exhibition that will run next
year at Kensington Palace, to mark the
200 years since her birth, on 24 May
2019. The exhibition will be divided into
two parts: her early life growing up in the
various rooms at Kensington Palace; and
the second part looking at her life from
wife to the end – so wife, mother, widow,
grandmother, empress.
You suggest that Queen Victoria was
arguably one of history’s most influential
monarchs, as when she died she ruled
over nearly a quarter of the world. How
did she feel about being an empress?
It was very important to her, not least
because she wanted to be on a par with
the other emperors of Europe, like the
Tsar of Russia, and increasingly the Kaiser,
as he went around snapping up more
and more territory. But it’s not something
that she personally had much control
over. For example, she became Empress
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The Great Hall, Hampton Court Palace

of India due to a sequence of accidents.
The British East India Company had
been engaged in India for commercial
reasons, and not done a very good job of
it. There had been the First War of Indian
Independence – or the Indian Mutiny
as it used to be called – and that’s when
the British government thought, OK, the
British are not doing this right; we need to
step in, try to take over and do the best we
can. Disraeli used this fact as a means
of buttering Queen Victoria up, asking,
‘Wouldn’t you like to be an empress?’ But
from a practical point of view it meant
that Queen Victoria tried to find out about
India, with the help of her Urdu teacher,
Abdul Karim, for example.
And she invited Maharajah Duleep Singh
over from India to stay, which gave her
an insight into the life of India’s royalty.
That poor boy, I really feel for him. He
seems one of the perfect casualties of
colonialism. He was treated in London like
a human pet: snatched out of his culture;
deprived of his family; expected to convert
to Christianity, but still expected to go
around wearing his turban and looking

16
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‘exotic’… He lived a very unhappy and
displaced life.
The Daily Telegraph has described you
as ‘a storyteller who loves the intimate
details of grand events, however visceral
or embarrassing’. Is that fair?
Well, I am a child at heart, but it comes
from being a museum curator; I know
what people want to hear about when
they visit. And it’s not the Reformation
or constitutional history; they want to
know where people went to the loo, how
food was cooked, what kind of socks
they wore... People make an emotional
connection to the past through the nittygritty, personal details. Also, the illnesses
of kings and queens of the past, I find that
quite fascinating, not least as these are
often the most well-recorded people alive
at any given moment. And the health –
or illness – of the king or queen actually
matters, as it has political implications.
So, it’s weird to think about it now, but,
for example, in Henry VIII’s court, all the
foreign ambassadors, all the spies, all the
courtiers, they would ask the royal doctor
every day, ‘How is the King, did he sleep

well? Did he have a bowel movement?’ And
the reason they were asking was that if he
seemed ill, or if he was going to die, and
if he didn’t have a male heir… there might
be civil war, or a war with other countries.
You’re famous for delving into history’s
dressing up box in your television series,
is this your way of quite literally getting
under the skin of the past?
I dress up for different programmes for
different reasons, sometimes as a joke.
But it’s true, sometimes historic clothing
can open a little window into the past.
And I say that because one of the things
we look after at the Historic Royal Palaces
is something called the Royal Ceremonial
Dress Collection – 9,000 pieces of royal
costume dating back to the hat possibly
worn by Henry VIII. And these items
are so intimate; they give you an idea
of what someone’s body was like. Also
what their life was like, because the big
difference between clothing of the past
and clothing now is that it expressed social
hierarchy. Today, a billionaire might be
walking round in jeans and a hoodie, but
his equivalent in the Tudor court – you

GUEST TRAVELLER

... in Henry VIII’s court, all the foreign ambassadors,
spies, courtiers… would ask the royal doctor
every day, ‘How is the King, did he sleep well?
Did he have a bowel movement?’

would be able to tell instantly who he
was, because he would be so much more
expensively dressed than the rest of the
rest of us. They literally wore their wealth
on their backs.
What first sparked your interest in
history?
Partly it was reading historical novels; as
a girl, I was very fond of an author called
Jean Plaidy. She inspired me later in life
to write historical fiction for eleven-yearolds, particularly girls (though you’re not
supposed to say that). The other reason
I got into history was my mum taking
me to historic houses. I particularly
remember a place called the Weald and
Downland Living Museum, in Sussex.
It’s an outdoor museum where you walk
through this strange village made up of all
the centuries’ architecture mish-mashed
together. I loved it.
Your books and television series always
seem to have energetic, dramatic titles,
like Cake Bakers and Trouble Makers: Lucy
Worsley’s 100 years of the WI or Harlots,
Housewives and Heroines: A 17th-Century
History for Girls. Do we have to be lured
into reading or watching history, don’t
we intrinsically understand that it’s
interesting or fun?
I see myself as a historian for the kind
of people who don’t like history. I’m the
thin end of the wedge, and I think it’s
entirely respectable – even noble – to class
yourself as an ‘entry-level historian’. What
gives me great pleasure is to entice people
into the world of history and hand them
onto more expert, more detailed, more
profound historians. On whose work I
draw! I think there’s room for all types of
historians in the big history tent.
Does it frustrate you that we love our
historic palaces and buildings but
seem to resent the cost of maintaining
them? Figures like £4b for the Palace of
Westminster, £370m for Buckingham
Palace, for instance, always seem to

currently getting 4 million physical visitors
a year, we could be getting 40 million
virtual visitors – that’s the target we have
in mind for the next few years.
Which historic item that has come across
your desk – or shoulders – do you most
covet?
There’s this broken brown ceramic pot
which I’m tremendously fond of. It looks
like nothing at all, but it was a Tudor
chamber pot – or ‘pysse pot’ as they called
it. And it was thrown out by some Tudor
person into the privy garden at Hampton
Court, where it lay for 500 years. I tell
kids this when they’re looking bored, that
archaeologists unearthed it, sent it off to
the lab to be analysed and it came back
containing traces of genuine Tudor ‘pysse’.
It’s incredible.
Henry VIII (1491-1547). Engraved by W.T.Fry, c. 1823.

make the headlines.
The government doesn’t pay to maintain
the Historic Royal Palaces, so we have to
make extra efforts to make our work seem
relevant, interesting and valuable. In an
ideal world I’d use tax to do that, but that’s
not the situation we’re in, so I have to try
and make people willing to pay for these
things that I think are important.
And on the flip side… the National Trust
just announced a chronic over-crowding
of its properties; membership has
increased by a million over the last five
years, due to the ‘Downton effect’. Are
you seeing an almost unmanageable
increase in visitor numbers at the
Historic Royal Palaces, too?
Yes, this is something we talk about an
awful lot. We’re exploring things like
‘dynamic entry schemes’, getting people
to come at different times of day; creating
new attractions in spaces like the gardens
and less heavily-visited areas of the
palaces. And also transferring some of
our work from the ‘real’ to the ‘virtual’. For
anybody working in museums now, the
digital space is hugely important. We’re

What’s your favourite historic building
overseas?
The Palace of Versailles. A lot of things to
do with the British monarchy are a pale
imitation of that; they really invented that
hard-core, high-court culture.
Finally, is it true that your husband has
forbidden you from appearing on Strictly?
It is true. When we got married, he made
me sign a pre-nuptial contract. There’s
only one clause in it – that I would never
appear on Strictly. Partially as I think he
thinks I’d get too big-headed, also that
contestants have a habit of running off
with their partners.

Queen Victoria:
Daughter, Wife,
Mother, Widow
by Lucy Worsley
(£25, Hodder &
Stoughton) is out
now. For more
information on
Historic Royal Palaces visit HRP.org.uk
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HOT LIST
Cox & Kings’ Becky Milne picks the best of what’s new this winter

Rajbari Bawali exterior

1

Kolkata’s secret
retreat

The Rajbari Bawali, a beautiful, historic,
neo-classical palace on the outskirts of
Kolkata (Calcutta), has just been lovingly
restored. Dating back 250 years and teeming
with old-world charm, it was formerly the
resplendent headquarters of a kingdom
ruled by the Mondal family. Replete with
decorative Italian architectural motifs,
breezy balconies and graceful colonnades,
the resort offers 30 bedrooms and suites,
featuring an eclectic mix of traditional
antiques with all things modern. The spa
provides a sanctuary for pampering and a
welcome bolthole between city sightseeing.
Rajbari Bawali suite

Victoria Memorial, Kolkata
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TRAVEL NEWS

Taj Lake Palace on Lake Pichola, Udaipur, Rajasthan

2

Aravali hills

Luxurious nomadic
tents in Rajasthan

Set over 27 acres of land at the foothills of the
breathtaking Aravali range, the new Taj Aravali
Resort & Spa in Udaipur takes inspiration from
the traditional nomadic tents of Rajasthan.
Combining elegance with a distinct Rajasthani
character, the resort has 92 rooms (including
15 luxury tents) that sit among stunningly
well-manicured lawns. The resort also features
a sprawling Jiva Spa, which offers some of the
best treatments in the region.
Taj Aravali Resort & Spa, Udaipur

Bumthang Lodge suites

Six Senses Bhuthan, Thimphu

3

Sensory Bhutan

Six Senses Bhutan is now taking reservations
for the first three in their collection of five
lodges set in the western and central valleys
of Bhutan. Thimphu, Punakha and Paro open
this winter, with Gangtey and Bumthang
following in early 2019. Each location features
its own Spa & Wellness Centre with extensive
facilities and treatments reflecting the valley
in which they are set.
Taktsang monastery, Bhutan
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Goatfell, Sri Lanka

4 Hotel hop through
	
Sri Lanka
Goatfell is the first in a new series of
converted former tea planters’ bungalows
in Sri Lanka’s hill country. Set in one of the
highest points above Nuwara Eliya, Goatfell
features four en suite bedrooms in the main
house and two stand-alone chalets, plus a
swimming pool. Nine Skies bungalow is near
the hippy hangout of Ella, with Pekoe House
in Kandy to open in early 2019. All feature
outstanding cuisine and world-class views.
Tea pickers, Nuwara Eliya, Sri Lanka

Tarangire National Park, Tanzania

	
5 Luxury in Tarangire
Park, Tanzania
The brand new Lemala Mpingo Ridge sits on
top of an escarpment with sweeping views
across Tanzania’s perennial waters of the
Tarangire river and valley below. The sixth
largest national park in Tanzania, Tarangire
remains slightly off the main safari circuit
but is terrifically scenic, featuring green hills
and classic African savannah, as well as large
herds of elephants and superb birdlife. Lemala
Mpingo Ridge is both a relaxing stand-alone
destination and great place to start a safari
into the Ngorongoro Crater and the Serengeti.
Lemala Mpingo Ridge spa
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TRAVEL NEWS

6 Go eco in
	
Panama
Located on the Pacific Coast adjacent to the
Gulf of Chiriquí National Marine Park, Isla
Palenque Island Resort in Panama is a 400acre island retreat featuring unspoiled sandy
beaches, lush tropical jungles, rich marine
ecosystems, an intriguing human history and
peaceful seclusion from the world outside.

Isla Palenque

Bungalow, Isla Palenque Island Resort

Osaka castle, Osaka

	
7 New direct flight
to Osaka
Osaka, Japan returns to British Airways’
global network from Heathrow next
summer. Four flights a week have been
scheduled to operate from Heathrow
Terminal 5 direct to Osaka’s Kansai
international airport from 31 March 2019.
The new route takes the number of daily
flights between London and Japan, as part
of BA’s joint business with Japan Airlines,
up to 32 a week.
Tsutenkaku Tower, Osaka
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PHOTO COMPETITION
Winner

Chris Palmer –
Icelandic Horses, Stokksness
Icelandic Horses was taken at
Stokksnes in the south-east of
Iceland. In May, it doesn’t get dark
at all and this photo was captured
late in the evening, owing to the
beautiful light. The semi-wild horses
grazed on the sand dunes tussock
as I excitedly photographed from
a respectful distance.

Thank you to everyone who submitted entries for our latest photo competition.
Congratulations to our chosen winner, Chris Palmer, whose impressed us with his
serene image of Icelandic horses. He will receive a leather Duffle Willow holdall by
Buckle & Seam. We would also like to commend John Hill and Nigel Purse for
their entries.
This issue, we’re offering you the chance to win £500 worth of Orvis products to make
your travels a joy. Offering everything from clothes to luggage, enjoy a spending spree
courtesy of Orvis.co.uk.
Orvis is the world leader in fly fishing, so know a thing or two about the great outdoors.
They offer a wide assortment of men’s and women’s clothing perfect for travel and
adventure, as well as Barbour jackets, fine gifts and market-leading dog products,
so you can also take your canine travelling with comfort and ease.
Orvis UK donates 5% of pre-tax profits every year to protecting nature, supporting
communities, and advancing canine health and wellbeing. With a unique matching
grant program, Orvis and its customers have raised and donated more than $20 million
to protecting nature over the past 25 years.

How to enter:
Visit CoxandKings.co.uk/compass for full details on how to take part, including terms and
conditions. Images entered must have been taken in a destination featured by Cox & Kings
and must be accompanied by a description of up to 40 words. The deadline for entries is
1 February 2019. The winning image will be published in the summer 2019 issue.
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Commended
John Hill – Chimp in Uganda
The picture was taken while walking
through the Kibale National Park in
Uganda. We came across several chimps
playing in the clearing, generally being
noisy and boisterous. However, this chap
was clearly in a more contemplative
mood, as if to signify that he was bored
and unfazed by the whole idea of
performing for passing humans.

Commended
Nigel Purse – A moment of devotion
Zenkov Cathedral, Almaty
In the interior gloom of the Russian
Orthodox Zenkov cathedral in Almaty,
Kazakhstan, a lady, distinguished by her
headscarf, lit a candle. I will never know
why she did so – was it for a relative,
someone who is ill or maybe just an act of
faith? But her calm serenity and intensely
focussed devotion drew me in. It was
taken on Cox & Kings’ The Legendary Silk
Route by Rail tour in 2018.
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GUIDE • 48 Hours in...

HOURS IN

By Abigail Blasi

PAL E R M O
In a glorious setting against a mountainous backdrop, facing out to
the Tyrrhenian Sea, Sicily’s capital, Palermo, is an irresistible jumble of
Unesco-listed Arabian and Norman architecture. Despite its jaw-droppingly
beautiful palaces, churches and piazzas, the city doesn’t feel overly-primped
for tourists, plus there’s authentic (and delicious) street food, and a
vivacious-verging-on-chaotic street life that resembles a Fellini outtake
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PALERMO
WHY GO NOW?

A FUSION OF FLAVOURS

NIGHT OUT ON THE TOWN

If you’re looking for balmy weather, then
Palermo is far enough south to bask under
bright blue skies for much of the winter.
With fewer tourists and cooler weather, now
is the ideal time to explore the city, and its
opera and ballet season, at the magnificent
Teatro Massimo, lasts until May.

With many occupiers over the centuries,
Sicily’s past is stitched into its cuisine, with
flavours dating back to Greek, Roman, and
Arabic times. Sicilian specialities include
arancini, deep-fried rice balls stuffed with
meat or cheese. Caponata is a zingy salad
made from aubergine, olives, capers and
celery, served cold. Sfincione is a doughy
deep-pan pizza, traditionally topped with
tomatoes, onions and anchovies. Palermo
favourites include not-for-the-fainthearted
pane con la milza (veal spleen sandwiches)
and stigghiola, skewers of barbecued lamb or
kid intestines.

19th-century, elaborately colonnaded
Teatro Massimo on Piazza Verdi is one of
Europe’s most opulent opera houses – in a
pretty competitive field – with a gold-meetsred-velvet, box-lined auditorium under its
frescoed dome. Does it look familiar? The
final scenes of The Godfather Part III were
shot here. Now is prime time to catch an
opera or ballet, as the season lasts from
October to May.

GET YOUR BEARINGS
Sicily is off the southeastern coast of
mainland’s Italy Calabria, adjacent to the
toe of Italy’s vertiginously heeled boot.
Palermo, on the north coast, is accessible
via flights from all over Europe, by boat from
numerous Italian ports as well as Valletta in
Malta, and by train from Rome and Naples.
Its city centre is eminently walkable. The
Quattro Canti piazza is where the city’s four
historic quarters meet.

CHECK IN
On the marina, the exquisitely restored
five-star Grand Hotel Villa Igiea lives up
to its name and marries antique frescoes
and antiques with contemporary comforts.
The infinity pool is overlooked by a small
Roman temple, and there are fabulous
views over the marina and Gulf of Palermo.
Alternatively, city-centre four-star Mercure
Palermo Excelsior has a great location,
comfortable rooms and a sunflower-yellow
19th-century facade.

DID YOU KNOW...
Sicily is famous for its desserts, but one of
the most curious is dedicated to Sicily’s
St Agatha, who suffered the horrifying fate
of having her breasts lopped off. In a tribute
to her, these are – yes – round buns, topped
with white icing and with a cherry-nipple on
top, called the ‘Minne di Sant’Agata’ – the
breasts of St Agatha.

WALKING TOUR
Palermo has some fantastic street food, so
it’s worth taking advantage of one of the
local foodie tours, which will guide you to
the best of the local snacks. Tours often
combine a historical tour with tastings,
and you’ll get to explore one of Palermo’s
famous local markets.

Images anti-clockwise
Fountain of Shame, Piazza Pretoria
Gilded altar, Monreale Cathedral
Fruit stall vendor
View of Quattro Canti, Piazza Vigliena
Teatro Massimo, Piazza Verdi
Moorish head flower pot
Plate of cannoli

A CULTURAL AFTERNOON
A florid mix of east-meets-west styles,
Palermo Cathedral was built on the site
of the former rulers’ mosque in the 12th
century, but has been remodelled many
times. A highlight is climbing to its rooftop
for stupendous views. Close by is the
12th-century Palazzo dei Normanni, seat
of Sicily’s rulers and now home to the
regional assembly, but you can visit the royal
chambers and the mesmerising mosaics
of the 12th-century Cappella Palatina. A
short walk from here are the extraordinary
Capuchin catacombs. It became a status
symbol to be buried here from the 17th
to 19th centuries, and visitors can still see
the mummified bodies of bygone Palermo
glitterati, neatly dressed in their Sunday
best. Emerging into the fresh air, a stroll
around the marina is good for regaining
your composure.

EASY LIKE…
It’s worth heading out of the city to enjoy
some of the surrounding countryside and
wonder at another jaw-droppingly beautiful
cathedral, at Monreale, with some of Italy’s
finest Norman architecture and fantastical
gilded mosaics.

WINDOW SHOPPING
The four roads leading outwards from the
Quattro Canti are worth browsing for local
ceramics, whose brilliant colours blaze with
Sicilian sunshine. For fabulously decorative
dishware and fruit-crowned portraits, try
Tre Erre on Via Roma.

DON’T MISS…
Don’t leave Palermo without tucking into
a cannolo, a crispy pastry shell filled with
sweet ricotta. Taste some of Palermo’s most
heavenly cannoli at Pasticceria Cappello on
Via Colonna Rotta.

COCKTAIL HOUR
All over Italy, this is the time when Italians
begin to think of aperitivo, whereby you
commence the evening with a drink and
some snacks. To soak up some local
atmosphere, try Bar Garibaldi, on Via
Alessandro Paternostro. It’s part of a series
of nooks and corners on the same street,
all part of the same bar. Eclectic tracks
and interesting books abound, and you’ll
be surrounded by cool, young and not-soyoung locals hanging out, playing cards and
sipping sundowners.

DRESSING FOR DINNER
Palermo offers everything from relaxed
trattorie, to fine dining restaurants. For the
former, try out the rambling Caffè del Kassaro
on Via Vittorio Emanuele, with platefuls of
steaming punchy pasta dishes, for the latter
there’s Osteria dei Vespri, which offers more
sophisticated Sicilian cuisine and has a whitearched interior or tables outside on the
charmingly ornate Piazza Croce dei Vespri.

3-night short breaks in Palermo staying
at the Grand Hotel Villa Igiea available
from £495. 3 nights at the Mercure
Palermo Excelsior available from
£425. Prices are per person
based on two sharing a twin
room, and include flights and
breakfast daily.

For more information, speak
to one of our Europe experts
t 020 3813 5108
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260 Y E A R S

of

COX & KINGS
1758

Cox & Co was established when
Richard Cox was appointed regimental
agent to the Foot Guards. His role was
to provide logistical support for the
regiment, including the transportation
of men and equipment.

1922

Cox & Kings is featured in the Sherlock
Holmes mystery The Problem of Thor Bridge:
“Somewhere in the vaults of the bank of
Cox and Co, at Charing Cross, there is a
travel-worn and battered tin dispatch-box
with my name, John H. Watson, M.D., Late
Indian Army, painted upon the lid.”

1765

Merged with Drummonds bank to
become Cox & Drummond and offer
banking services to the military –
clients included Frederick, Duke of York

General Lord Ligonier & Richard Cox, by David Morier

1922

The grand Cox & Kings bank building
on Waterloo Place was opened. Today
it houses the Sofitel St James Hotel

Cox & Kings bank building, Waterloo Place

1931

Mahatma Gandhi travels
with Cox & Kings on a trip
to Europe

1923

The company’s operations split,
the bank being taken over by
Lloyds. The shipping agency
evolved, in time, into
Cox & Kings Travel

1924

Cox & Kings supports George
Mallory’s expedition to climb
Mount Everest
Mount Everest

2015

Peter Kerkar is inducted into the British
Travel & Hospitality Hall of Fame

2018
2016

Anthony Good celebrates 40
years as the Chairman
of Cox & Kings
Anthony Good
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Cox & Kings is the world’s longest established travel
company. This year we’re celebrating 260 years of
fascinating history. Here’s our adventure so far...

1799

1865

Cox & Co had become the
largest agent for the army,
acting as agents for 14 cavalry
regiments, 64 infantry regiments
and 17 militia regiments

David Garrick

1794

Henry S King & Co is
established as a bank
and shipping company,
specialising in India

1803

Richard Cox was a patron of the
arts, acquainted with David Garrick,
and was a founding investor in
rebuilding of the Theatre Royal

Richard Cox died in August
1803, leaving his grandson
Richard Henry Cox to take over

1916

Cox & Co and Henry S King & Co, both
companies specialising in shipping
people and cargo, as well as banking,
merged to create Cox & Kings

Cox & Co cheque

1918

1905

Plenty of work for Cox & Kings is brought
in by the first world war with 25,000 men
on the books. Cox & Kings is such a familiar
name that it is featured in a song
The Young Man with the Cox’s Cheque

Cox’s Shipping Agency
was set up to handle the
shipping of people and
cargo in-house

1970

Cox & Kings is bought by Grindlays
Bank in India, specifically to develop
tourism to India under the request
of India’s then prime minister,
Indira Gandhi
Cox & Kings, 1970s
holiday brochures

1935

The first evidence of
Cox & Kings organising
holidays was to Germany

1986

Advertisement in The Times for
Cox & Kings’ first ever ‘pleasure tour’
to Germany

Peter Kerkar takes up a position as
General Manager of Cox & Kings’
headquarters in London, at the age of
23. He remains the Global CEO today.
The tours were originally going to India.

1990

1976

Cox & Kings starts to diversify from
being primarily an India specialist,
introducing Latin America

Anthony Good becomes the
Chairman of Cox & Kings
Peter Kerkar
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GALAPAGOS

THE
ENCHANTED
ISLANDS
On a trip around the wild Galapagos islands,
Emma Thomson finds the wildlife
is not to be sneezed at

Iguana on South Plaza island, Galapagos

S

omeone had sneezed on my shoe. I peered down to confront
the culprit, only to find two beady eyes, framed by a black
mohican, staring back defiantly. A marine iguana – perched
millimetres from my boot – had just regurgitated the seawater
it had swallowed while scraping its breakfast algae off the rocks.
I half expected to hear David Attenborough’s dulcet narration
wafting down from the skies, because visiting the Galapagos is like having a
front row seat in the world’s best wildlife documentary.
Scattered 850 miles off the coast of Ecuador, the Galapagos islands
were discovered by chance in 1535 by Panamanian archbishop, Tomás de
Berlanga, when his ship was blown off course. He dubbed the mist-laced
islands the ‘Enchanted Islands’. And he was right. A unique haven for a
huge range of wildlife, only here can you find a vampire finch, penguins
in a tropical climate, lizards that can swim, cormorants that can’t fly
and a 30-centimetre-long carnivorous centipede. Expect a panoply of
creatures straight from the pages of Alice in Wonderland, because you won’t
experience anything less.
One of the most biodiverse places on the planet, the Galapagos
comprises 18 main and three smaller volcanic islands that straddle the
equator (so it’s summer all year long). They vary in terrain from the rocky
and barren younger islands, to the lush and tropical older ones. And like
the wildlife, this Unesco-listed archipelago is ever evolving. Balanced on top
of the Nazca and South American tectonic plates, volcanic eruptions – the
most recent was this year, on Isabela island – are constantly changing the
topography and habitats.
The wildlife that flew, floated or swam here aeons ago has had to adapt,
too. Indeed, half of all species in the Galapagos are found nowhere else
on earth. Which ones you see will depend on your itinerary. Most trips are
divided into visiting either the eastern (Santa Fe, San Cristobal, Floreana,
and Española), or western (Santiago, Isabela and Fernandina) islands.
Plump for the east and you’ll encounter more human habitations but better
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beaches, plus irresistible opportunities to
snorkel with sea lions and see the waved
albatross. The west is less developed
and more geologically diverse, and is
home to such fascinating creatures as the
flightless cormorant.
The central island of Santa Cruz is site
of the Charles Darwin Research Station,
named after the famous naturalist who
travelled here, aged 26, in 1835 aboard the
HMS Beagle. His observations over their
five-week stay spawned his On the Origin
of Species paper and the game-changing
theory of evolution. In his diary – alongside
descriptions of his (failed) attempts to ride
the giant tortoises – he noted: ‘It seems to be
a little world within itself’.
Several Galapagos giant tortoises are
resident at the research station, with one
notable exception – Lonesome George. The
100-year-old giant Pinta tortoise was the last
of his kind and sadly passed away in 2012.
However, the American Museum of Natural
History in New York preserved him and,
after a five-year dispute, he was flown back
to the Galapagos in 2017 and installed as the
star of his own exhibit at the centre.
Afterwards, head to the hillside El Chato
Tortoise Reserve, where tortoises roam
wild. They spend an average of 16 hours a
day resting, but time your visit in the early
morning in the warm season or midday
during the cool season, and you have a
good chance of seeing them extend those
accordion-like necks to graze on the grass,
Galapagos finches rodeoing on top of their
time-worn carapaces. The archipelago is,
in fact, named after these endangered
vegetarians: Galapágo is the old Spanish
word for tortoise and when the first map
was created by Mercator and Ortelius in
1570, it was simply known as ‘Insulae de los
Galopegos’ (Islands of the Tortoises).
To the west, spreads the largest island
in the archipelago, Isabela, shaped like a
seahorse and with its head nearly severed
off by the equatorial line. It’s populated
by Galapagos penguins, the scarlet and
delightfully named Sally Lightfoot crab

– rumoured to have been named after a
Caribbean dancer – and the iconic bluefooted booby. They get their name from the
Spanish ‘bobo’, meaning ‘silly or ‘clown’, after
their cartoonish bubblegum-blue feet and
elaborate courtship dance, which involves
lots of exaggerated stomping and splaying of
wings. The aqua tint cannot be made if the
birds are in poor health, so the brighter the
blue, the better the mate. And mate they do.
In fact, boobies are big flirts and can often
be seen copulating with their neighbours
while their partners are off fishing.
To the south, lies Floreana, named after
the first president of Ecuador. It’s a great
spot to see green turtles, which nest here
between December and May, as well as
flamingoes and the wide-roaming Galapagos
petrel that can spend years at sea feeding
before returning to breed on the islands.
On the north side spreads the unusual
Cormorant Point beach, whose sands glitter
green thanks to rich deposits of olivine
crystals. Floreana also has one of the most
fascinating human histories; a stash site and
stopover for 16th-century pirates, and later
whalers and colonists, it still has a working
wooden barrel post box, set up in 1973 by
British whalers. Scribble a note and your
address and the next traveller passing near
to its destination will deliver it – no stamp
required!
Looping east is Española, the oldest of
the islands and one of the only places to see
waved albatross. With a wingspan of up to
two and a half metres, they spend their first
six years of life out at sea. Punta Suarez is a
hotspot for lava lizards, Hood mockingbirds,
swallow-tailed gulls and three species of
Darwin finches, but travellers that aren’t
cuckoo for all things avian will prefer Gardner
Bay. Voted one of the world’s best beaches by
CNN in 2016, it’s a favourite sunbathing spot
for sea lions. They may lounge on the sugarwhite sands like granddad after Christmas
dinner, but once they slip into the clear
waters they morph into missiles. If you’re
feeling adventurous, don a snorkel, dip below
the waves and watch them surround you with

Images (clockwise):
Galapagos tortoise
Blue-footed boobies
Sally Lightfoot crab
Galapagos penguin
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GALAPAGOS

A unique haven
for a huge range of wildlife ...
Expect a panoply of creatures
straight from the pages of
Alice in Wonderland,
because you won’t experience
anything less
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There’s only one Galapagos –
only one place where a lizard
will sneeze on you and
you’ll never want to wash
your boot again

Images (top to bottom):
Sea lion, Galapagos
South Plaza island landscape, Galapagos

streams of bubbles.
Indeed, three major ocean currents
converge at the Galapagos islands,
infusing the waters with nutrients and
attracting more than 400 species of fish and
considerably larger cetaceans, too. Bryde’s
whales, sperm whales and dolphins cruise
around the archipelago year-round, while
blue and humpback whales, as well as
whale sharks, can be spotted between June
and December on their annual migration.
Interestingly, Herman Melville’s Moby Dick
was inspired by reports of a sperm whale
sinking the HMS Essex in western Galapagos.
Those who venture far north to Wolf island
will witness vast schools of hammerhead

sharks and, back on land, the endemic
vampire ground finch that drinks blood by
pecking the skin of blue-footed boobies.
Such diversity requires all the protection
it can get, so it’s important to travel around
the islands in smaller vessels. Travelling in
small groups means you won’t be struggling
to hear what’s being said by the naturalist
guide, or risk stepping off the paths to snag
photos without other tourists in them.
But, primarily, the lighter footfall puts less
pressure on the environment and reduces
any noise that might disturb the wildlife.
There’s only one Galapagos – only one place
where a lizard will sneeze on you and you’ll
never want to wash your boot again.

Recommended C&K tour
Ecuador & Galapagos Experience
11 Days & 8 Nights from £4,095
Experience the Galapagos islands
and observe their remarkable
wildlife at close quarters. This private
journey includes a 4-night cruise on
an expeditionary catamaran with
opportunities to spot giant tortoises,
sea lions, land iguanas, boobies and
other fascinating birdlife. Combine
with a visit to the old colonial centre of
Quito and the ‘Middle of the World’.

To find out more or plan a tailormade itinerary, speak to one of our
Latin America experts
t 020 3813 5108
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Navigating the Galapagos islands
The Endemic and Elite catamarans are
custom designed for navigating the azure
waters of the Galapagos islands. Spacious,
comfortable and exceptionally seaworthy,
both vessels set a new standard for luxury
cruising in the Galapagos. Experienced
naturalist guides are on hand to share their
in-depth knowledge of the archipelago
and its resident wildlife. Onboard chefs –
arguably the most important passengers
on any cruise ship – create delicious meals
using the freshest ingredients.
A typical day on board might include
breakfast, a morning expedition to see
local wildlife such as frigatebirds, bluefooted boobies, tortoises, iguanas or
Galapagos penguins, followed by a
relaxed lunch on board. After lunch,
perhaps a trip to a spectacular snorkelling
spot, and in the evening, an alfresco
gourmet dinner on the Sky Deck.
Passengers can round the day off with a
drink on deck while enjoying the sunset.

Endemic

Elite

The Endemic is the newest luxury catamaran
cruising the Galapagos islands. Launched in
July 2018, it has a capacity for 16 passengers,
with a service ratio of almost one to one. All
suites have a private balcony, personalised air
conditioning and floor-to-ceiling glass doors
providing panoramic views of the islands. The
passenger lounge and dining area also offer
superb views, and the main deck includes
a briefing area for lectures, videos and
personalised assistance. Navigation between
islands is sleek and fast due to Endemic’s
design, which delivers superb stability when
cruising around the archipelago.

Currently under construction, the
Galapagos Elite is scheduled to launch in
summer 2019. The twin-hulled catamaran
will feature state-of-the-art navigation
technology providing a steady cruise with
minimal swaying or rocking. All suites will
be spacious and well-appointed, with glass
exterior walls that open onto a private
balcony; each morning and afternoon will
bring a stunning new Galapagos seascape.
When back from exploring the islands,
passengers can enjoy the semi-covered
sky deck, the alfresco dining area and the
cosy bar-salon.

Endemic

Elite

For more information on the Galapagos
islands and Golden Galapagos Cruises,
speak to a Cox & Kings Latin America expert
t 020 3813 5108
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A L B A N I A:

Cradle of the Balkans

A

lbania declared its
independence from the
Ottoman Empire in 1912.
One hundred years later,
in November 2012, a fine
sculpture of the Albanian
national hero George Castrioti Skanderbeg
(1405-1468) by the Albanian sculptor
Kreshnik Xhiku was unveiled in Bayswater,
London. The friendship between Albania
and the UK has deep roots. The Victorian
‘nonsense’ writer and watercolourist, Edward
Lear, typifies Britons’ enduring fascination
with Albania, as demonstrated in his
description of Tirana (which was eventually
to become the capital): ‘Wavy lines of olive –
dark clumps of plane, and spirally cypresses
marked the place of Tyrana’ (Journals of a
Landscape Painter, 1851).
And yet, modern British travellers seem
remarkably unaware of Albania’s wild beauty
and cultural heart. Which makes this a
wonderful time to visit – before the country
becomes well and truly on the cultural
tourism map. The country is a natural
beauty, from the pristine lakes and snowflanked mountains of the northern ‘Alps’
to the deep azure coves of the ‘hymariot’
south, with its archaeological gem of Butrint.
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Dr William Taylor urges nature and
culture lovers to get ahead of the flock
and discover the Land of the Eagle

There is no more magical experience than
sitting under the trees at Butrint, listening
to the sound of frogs and looking out onto
the lagoon or at the stunning Roman and
Byzantine archaeological finds. Or listening
to the sound of kites and buzzards wheeling
overhead in the high mountain Vlach
village of Voskopoja, breathing in the fresh
mountain air and marvelling at the beautiful
18th-century frescoes, for which the town
is famous. You should also pop across the
border and visit Lake Ohrid in neighboring
Macedonia, a Unesco-listed lake (one of
Europe’s deepest and oldest) overlooked by
a stunning and unspoilt medieval city.
Albanian architecture is striking in both its
beauty and variety, from the 18th-century
Ottoman mosques and houses of Berat and
Gjirokastër, to the brand new Orthodox

modern British travellers
seem remarkably unaware
of Albania’s wild beauty and
cultural heart

churches in Tirana and Korca. The art of
Albania is world-class, featuring 16th-century
masterpieces of the iconographer Onufri as
well as the fantastic new museum of icons
in Korca – a stunning and diverse collection.
For a significant period of the 20th century,
Albania experienced a communist and
totalitarian political system, latterly under
Enver Hoxha. Though now receding from
public memory in Albania’s predominantly
young population, the period has left its
mark on the built heritage of the country,
somewhat fascinating in its scale and
brutality, such as the Chinese-built factory
from the Mao era near to the Ottoman city
of Berat. The juxtaposition of styles – from
classicism to brutalism – in close proximity is
one of the distinguishing characteristics
of this small country, so rich in different
cultural traditions.
Albanian hospitality is heartfelt and
spontaneous, readily found in both its
food and its people. Local dishes, like the
landscape, come in a rich variety. Within a
small region, there are many different types
of cheese, pastries and savoury dishes on
offer, as well as a bewildering array of drinks
including excellent wines and homemade
rakija (not for the faint-hearted!). Enjoying

Albania • ART INSIDER

Albanian hospitality is heartfelt
and spontaneous, readily found
in both its food and its people

Albania’s range and variety of cuisine is one
of the delights of travelling in the country,
from sampling tavë kosi, a deliciously tasty
quiche-like dish featuring tender local lamb
marinated in yogurt, to mint-flavoured
grilled qofte meatballs. Microbrew fans
shouldn’t miss Korca, the home of Albania’s
best known beer; a delightful evening can
be had in the brewery in Korca, sitting with
Albanian friends and trying the many local
delicacies washed down with Korca beer.
Friendship with Albanians is enriching and
straightforward, based on the concept of
besa, or ‘honour’. If you give your word,
your word is kept, and your word must be
straightforward. This can be simultaneously
enriching and challenging for those who
come from less straightforward cultures.

The besa of the Albanian people showed
itself in the 20th century, when it gave
shelter to Jewish refugees fleeing antiSemitic persecution across Europe.
Coexistence and harmony have long been
distinguishing characteristics of Albanian
culture. Here, Christians (Orthodox and
Catholic), Muslims (Sunni and Bektashi) and
Jews comfortably coexist, and the country
has never experienced religious persecution
of one group against another. The world
headquarters of the Bektashi movement
(a Sufi order named after the 13th-century
saint Alevi Wali Haji Bektash Veli) is based
in Tirana and offers a behind-the-scenes
insight into this fascinating culture. Just part
of the deep-rooted yet warmly welcoming
character found throughout Albania.

Dr William Taylor is a writer and broadcaster
on the Orthodox churches and the Islamic
world. He is the co-author, with Dr Ilir
Parangoni, of The Creativity Behind the Wall
(Tirana, 2018). Dr Taylor is an expert lecturer
on several tours in Cox & Kings’ Arts & Culture
series, including Albania.

Recommended C&K tours
Cradle of the Balkans

9 Days & 8 Nights from £1,645
Travel through Albania and Macedonia
with Dr William Taylor. Explore the
Ottoman museum cities of Berat and
Gjirokastër, the impressive Roman
ruins at Butrint and Apollonia, historic
mosques, as well as Byzantine and
Orthodox churches.

Albania: Land of the Eagle

9 Days & 8 Nights from £1,095
Discover a rich variety of archaeological
and historical sites, along with
spectacular mountain scenery.
Explore the architectural legacies of the
Ottoman empire and communist era,
tour the Roman sites of Butrint and
Apollonia, and spend one night at
Lake Ohrid in Macedonia.

To find out more or plan a tailormade itinerary, speak to one of
our Europe experts
t 020 3813 5108

Images from left to right:
Dome of Et’hem Bey mosque, Tirana, Albania
Lake Ohrid and church, Macedonia
Fresh Albanian borek roll
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ARTS &
CULTURE
TOURS
Cox & Kings’ expert-accompanied Arts & Culture tours
focus on human creativity in its many forms. While
most of these tours have a particular focus or theme,
they are designed to provide a real sense of place,
revealing far more than a succession of museums.
The experts who accompany these tours work
with Cox & Kings’ in-house specialists to design the
itineraries and, in many cases, are able to open doors
that are closed to the general public. Most of the tours
also include encounters with inspiring local craftsmen,
artisans, curators, designers or chefs.
The 2019-20 collection features destinations as diverse
as Russia, Iran and Albania.

For reservations or to request a brochure,
please call 020 3813 5108 quoting COMPASS,
or visit CoxandKings.co.uk/Art

Spring 2019 Highlights
A taste of our spring 2019 tour collection…
Laos & Cambodia: Temples & Treasures
with Denise Heywood • 1 February
10 nights from £4,095

Iran: Persian Palaces & Gardens
with Hilary Smith • 14 April
13 nights from £4,695

Ravenna: Mosaics & Marble
with Rowena Loverance • 7 March
3 nights from £1,245

Uzbekistan: The Golden Road to Samarkand
with Diana Driscoll • 3 May
10 nights from £2,795

Bay of Naples: Pompeii & Herculaneum
with Steve Kershaw • 25 March
6 nights from £1,745

Bulgaria: Balkan & Thracian Treasures
with John Osborne • 11 May
8 nights from £2,195

St Petersburg: Pictures & Palaces
with Colin Bailey • 7 April
5 nights from £1,545

Armenia & Georgia: Treasures of the Caucasus
with Dr William Taylor • 13 May
10 nights from £2,395
San Vitale mosaic, Ravenna

5035

State of Excitement
Tipped by Lonely Planet to be one of the hottest destinations for 2019,
Amar Grover visits the little-visited Indian state of Gujarat
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‘S

tep’ and ‘well’ might not
sound like a particularly
promising tourist
experience but the
Rani-ki-Vav, or ‘Queen’s
Stepwell’, in Patan – the
ancient city in the north-western Indian
state of Gujarat – is an extraordinary slice
of engineering and architecture. Once
common across Rajasthan and Gujarat,
stepwells aimed not just to manage and
conserve water, but served as cooler
meeting places, too. Most have decayed
and stand forlorn and unused but, built
by an 11th-century Solanki queen as a
memorial to her dead husband, Rani-kiVav is among the largest and finest such
wells in India.
Essentially a giant trench joined to a
circular shaft one hundred feet deep,
in scale and execution it resembles
an inverted temple ‒ a shrine to the
sanctity of water and an astonishing
blend of aesthetics and practicality. For
centuries after the nearby river flooded,
it lay covered and preserved by tonnes
of silt. Excavations in the 1950s and 60s
unearthed its grand proportions along
with rich and unblemished sculpture
adorning walls, niches and pillars. Finally,
in 2014, it became a Unesco world
heritage site.
Descending several flights through
multi-storey colonnades, I join a group
of young photography students on a
field trip. They’re having a fine time with
their cameras; suffused light, soft shade
and harsh shadow bleed subtly with the
arcing sun across a thousand or more
sumptuous carvings of dancers and
divinities. The mythological and religious
imagery is profoundly sensual, almost
playful, yet strangely enigmatic.
Eventually I head up back into the real
world and blazing sunshine. It’s even
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busier now, yet there are no foreign
visitors.
Gujarat, home state of India’s Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and birthplace
of Mahatma Gandhi, feels surprisingly
overlooked by international tourists.
Yet, stretching away from south-western
Rajasthan towards the heel of Pakistan
and with Mumbai just down the road
(today a four-lane highway), it’s neither
hard to reach nor lacking sights.
I’d begun in Mahesana, a useful
springboard for destinations like Rani-kiVav. But first a short, whimsical detour:
Prime Minister Modi was born and grew
up in nearby Vadnagar, an ordinary
slice of small-town India. Indian media
suggested that the nondescript town
was set to become a place of pilgrimage
for Indians, with local operators creating
‘Modi tours’.
The smooth, well-signposted road
leading there passes pretty fields of sugar
cane and mustard. Reaching Vadnagar,
there’s a distinct lack of party banners or
adulatory Modi portraits. On the surface
at least, there’s nothing to suggest his
connection with the place. I’ve got a
checklist of ‘sights’: there’s B.N. School,
as modest and playground-dusty as it
was in his day; and the humble family
tea shop, which changed hands years
ago and now sells farm machinery. At
Sharmishtha lake, you might contemplate
how (as depicted in the hagiographic
comic book Bal Narendra: Childhood
Stories of Narendra Modi) the young, bold
Modi reputedly defied crocodiles to save a
drowning friend here?
In the earthy but friendly old quarter,
veined with streets barely wider than a
bullock cart, I finally locate his former
home. Its current owners have apparently
changed the narrow and modest
configuration beyond recognition while,

... suffused light, soft shade
and harsh shadow bleed subtly
with the arcing sun across a
thousand or more sumptuous
carvings of dancers
and divinities

Images clockwise
Rani-ki-Vav stepwell, Gujarat
Sun temple, Modhera
Gujarati woman, Modhera

GUJARAT
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GUJARAT
in a tiny shop opposite, a couple of chaps
claim to remember his family well.
Back on my more conventional
itinerary, Modhera’s famous Surya, or sun
temple, beckons. Built in the 11th century
by a Solanki dynasty king, it has long been
a monument rather than an active place
of worship. Fronted by a deep, sacred
water tank picturesquely lined with 108
miniature shrines, a flight of stone steps
rises to an ornamental archway. Behind,
the temple and its separate assembly hall
stand adorned with friezes, panels and
pillars of exuberant (though now muchweathered or mutilated) sculpture,
mainly depicting gods, goddesses,
dancers and animals.
For a while I have its idyllic, faintly eerie
tranquillity to myself. A youth hunkers
down with his sketchpad. A woman in a
white sari floats by, silent as a cat. The
spell is interrupted briefly by a local
guide determined to show me some socalled ‘erotics’ ‒ carvings of athletic if not
ambitious couplings harking back to a
notably less prudish age.
Some of Gujarat’s wildest and most
austere scenery starts barely forty miles
from here. The Little Rann of Kutch is a
vast, salty marshland, which, together
with the even larger desert-like Rann of
Kutch, effectively renders the Kutch region
an isolated peninsula. At almost 5,000 sq
km, the Little Rann’s Wild Ass Sanctuary
is the last stronghold of Indian wild asses,
though it abounds with other wildlife from
wolves to desert foxes and nilgai, a large
species of antelope. In winter it hosts
thousands of migratory birds, particularly
breeding flamingoes, and it’s possible to

take morning and afternoon safaris in
open-topped vehicles.
Kutch’s historic isolation – it’s also the
most westerly part of India – made it a
world apart. Bounded by the Arabian Sea
and the featureless Ranns (which often
flood during the monsoon and remain
difficult to cross in the dry season), the
region and its seamen often looked west
to East Africa and the Persian Gulf.
In 1930s Bhuj – Kutch’s medieval
capital – ruler Maharao Khengarji III

Kutch’s notable ‘tribal’ culture
remains largely intact ...
identifiable only by subtle
differences in dress: varying
styles of embroidered skirts and
blouses, or the colours and folds
of turbans and shawls...

still insisted the chunky keys of its five
locked city gates were delivered to him
every evening and only returned to their
gatekeepers for opening the following
morning. This ancient ‘watch and ward’
system was applied in many other walled
Kutchi towns. Even in the mid-1990s,
visiting villages barely twenty miles
from Bhuj required rubber-stamped
police permission – some permits are
still needed today. Ironically, 2001’s

devastating earthquake, which also
damaged the city’s palaces, proved a
catalyst for long-sought development
and change.
Yet, Kutch’s notable ‘tribal’ culture
remains largely intact, even if some
distinctions are gradually being blurred.
Often these generally pastoral and seminomadic groups and clans – Rabari, Ahir,
Mochi and Meghwal to name a few – are
identifiable only by subtle differences in
dress: varying styles of embroidered skirts
and blouses, or the colours and folds of
turbans and shawls, distinguishing one
community from another.
There’s also a rich tradition of
handicrafts, particularly embroidery and
fabrics; on village tours you’ll very likely
visit communities of leatherworkers or
cobblers, jewellery-makers, cloth block
printers and potters. The vernacular, too,
is particularly attractive – bhongas, or
adobe-walled roundhouses with thatched
roofs and immaculate yards, tick every
environmental and sustainable box.
Their beautiful decoration, from bold
whitewashed patterns to a colour-fest of
arabesque and geometric motifs, is often
employed in similarly-styled tourist camps
and resorts dotting the region.
After otherworldly Kutch, Ahmedabad,
the state capital, seems a bit of a shock
and it feels more a place of transit than a
destination. The one-time ‘Manchester of
the East’ still boasts a vigorous mercantile
community that’s bolstered the state’s
long-standing entrepreneurial outlook,
and one of their sprawling homes is now
the city’s only ‘boutique’ hotel. The House
of Mangaldas Girdhardas, or ‘House of

Entrance of the sun temple, Modhera

Jainism
With around five million followers,
mainly in Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Rajasthan, India’s ‘fourth religion’ (after
Hinduism, Islam and Sikhism) remains
relatively obscure outside India. Of
the Jains’ four main tenets, ahimsa or
nonviolence is probably the guiding light
and it particularly influenced the beliefs
of Mahatma Gandhi. Virtually all Jains are
strict vegetarians and you’ll sometimes
see particularly devout followers wearing
mouth masks or swishing whisks so as
to avoid ingesting or treading on – and
thereby killing – insects.

Jain canons are mostly derived
from the teachings of twenty-four
tirthankaras, or ‘ford-makers’ – sublime
individuals who found or made a
spiritual path for others to follow.
Most Jain temples have dozens, if not
hundreds, of white-marble statues of
these teachers, of whom Mahavira,
the twenty-fourth, is among the most
prominent. As a community, Jains seem
to punch above their weight in terms
of prosperity, literacy and educational
attainment.

Jain nuns on their pilgrmage up Shatrunjaya hill
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MG’, is an Ahmedabad institution after the
characterful 1920s mansion with several
wings was lovingly restored following
decades of neglect.
I head to Agashiye, its busy, open-air
rooftop restaurant, for possibly the finest
thali meal you could ever hope to eat and
beautifully served on traditional copper
and tin trays. Waiters patiently explain
each dish as if I was a Michelin critic and,
as is customary, if you want more you
simply get more.
Although Ahmedabad probably isn’t
to everyone’s taste, I happily embrace its
preposterous urban madness and vitality:
the comically zany driving where absolutely
everyone has right of way, the almost tidal
ebb and flow of its stoical people. The
Calico Textile Museum (whose premises
alone are an intriguing blend of salvaged
architecture) holds an unrivalled collection
of Indian fabrics, textiles and costumes.
Bhadra, the city’s original 15th-century
citadel, survives amidst a knot of dense
bazaars and a vibrant outdoor market.
The long quest for India’s independence
is honoured in Mahatma Gandhi’s
riverside Sabarmati Ashram, whose simple
cottages and halls are now a fascinating,
copiously illustrated museum. On nearby
Ashram Road, a statue depicts the ‘Father
of the Nation’ striding purposefully while
holding his distinctive staff. In March 1930,
Gandhi led eighty followers down this
same road, then a modest track, to launch
his famous Salt March in protest at the
Raj’s despised salt tax.
The pacifist, nonviolent traditions
of Jainism, one of India’s smallest faith

From afar, the place resembles a
curious fortress ... Once through
the main gate, it feels more like
an intricate temple-city with
steps and platforms leading off
to yet more shrine-filled nooks

groups, had a profound influence on
Gandhi and his politics. Gujarat remains a
Jain ‘stronghold’ and one of its ‒ and India’s
‒ most extraordinary temple complexes
stands in Palitana, 120 miles southwest of
Ahmedabad near the Gulf of Cambay.
It’s the perfect antidote to the big
smoke. Nearly 4,000 steps climb almost
2,000ft above the plains to Shatrunjaya, a
twin-peaked hill studded with hundreds of
Jain shrines and bristling with the soaring
towers of at least a dozen substantial
temples. Some pilgrims, typically the old,
infirm or just lazy, opt to be carried up and
down on rudimentary litters slung beneath
wooden poles. I, for one, wasn’t going to
miss the charming ninety-minute walk
through peaceful road-free countryside.
Sanctified for at least a millennium, its
oldest structures only date from the 16th
century and many are far younger. From
afar, the place resembles a curious fortress
since wealthy families and merchants
erected temples in individual fortified
enclosures or tuks. Once through the main
gate, it feels more like an intricate templecity with steps and platforms leading off
to yet more shrine-filled nooks. The views,
too, are tremendous.
A handful of yellow-robed priests
flit between courtyards, hallways and
chambers. Thousands of marble statues
of crossed-legged tirthankaras ‒ the
twenty-four Jain gurus ‒ populate its
uncannily still and silent shrines; most
have lipstick-red lips and a piercing glasseye gaze. For a few hours here, I’m caught
wandering in a strange, compelling orbit
somewhere between earth and sky.

Gujarati cuisine
Despite its extensive coastline, Gujarat
remains a firmly vegetarian state, though
fish and meat are often available. It is
famed above all for its thalis; thali simply
means ‘plate’ and denotes an array of
dishes – ten or twelve tapas-sized portions
isn’t uncommon in good restaurants –
served on a tray-like plate along with
various breads and rice.
You’ll find thalis across much of India
where ‘Gujarati thali’ is often more
indicative of size than genuine flavour.
What really distinguishes a true Gujarati
thali is its rather odd combination of
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flavours, being simultaneously
savoury, sweet and spicy.
Along with rice and bread staples
(and Gujarat has several unique
takes on even these), vegetable
dishes usually include pulses and
beans, varieties of gourd, aubergine,
okra, beans and spinach. Savoury
snacks (often also served with thalis)
might include steamed rice-flour ‘cakes’
or dumplings. There’s no shortage of
desserts either, usually intensely
sweet concoctions derived
from reduced milk and ghee.

Images top to bottom:
Gujarati thali
Khandvhi, Gujarati snack
made from chickpea flour

GUJARAT

Images clockwise
Bas relief carvings, Palitana
Salt flats, Little Rann of Kutch
Traditional Gujarati tribal needlework

Recommended C&K tour
Enchanting Rajasthan
& Gujarat
16 Days & 14 Nights
from £2,625

Discover the architectural wonders of
western Rajasthan and neighbouring
Gujarat, from the magnificent Modhera
sun temple and the colourful havelis
at Sidhpur, to the imposing forts of
Jodhpur and the monumental Taj Mahal.

To find out more or plan a
tailor-made itinerary, speak to
one of our India experts
t 020 3813 5108

GUJARAT AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Indian Subcontinent expert Agomoni Ghosh
When
October to March is the ideal time to visit
Gujarat. However, if you’re planning to
visit the Little Rann of Kutch, it is best to go
between December and February, when the
area is transformed into a wetland attracting
a hoard of exotic wildlife and birdlife
including wild ass, jackals, Indian gazelles
and flamingoes.

Sleep
Surrounded by mango trees and overlooking
the Hiran river, camp in style at the Lion
Safari Camp within Sasan Gir National
Park. All tents are en suite with large beds
and elegant furnishings. Rann Riders is an
eco-resort built to resemble the traditional
village houses of the local community.
It’s perfectly situated to explore some of

Gujarat’s best sights including the Little
Rann of Kutch, the Modhera sun temple
and the Rani-ki-Vav stepwell. Built in 1923,
the family-run Mani Mansion is a charming
heritage hotel in the heart of Ahmedabad
with a homely ambience.

Try
A 4x4 safari through the rocky hills and
inviting valleys of Sasan Gir National Park
is the only way in the world to see Asiatic
lions in their natural habitat.
Explore the Little Rann of Kutch, an
expansive saline wilderness known for its
population of exotic wildlife, incredible
stargazing and nomadic tribes.
Walk through the eclectic city of
Ahmedabad and discover characterful
havelis, ornate temples and bustling

streets. Shopping opportunities are
excellent, particularly at the colourful Law
Garden night market, where you can
find gorgeous clothes, embellished wall
hangings, jewellery and local crafts.
A two-hour drive north of Ahmedabad is
the intricately designed and immaculately
preserved Rani-ki-Vav stepwell, one of the
most beautiful in India.
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This is a society with a more
profound spiritual belief than
anywhere else I have visited
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ETHIOPIA

Celebrate
Ethiopia
In the dramatic rocky setting of northern Ethiopia,
Melissa Twigg discovers festival fever

T

Images (clockwise): Meskel festival celebrations,
Lalibela, Ethiopia; Maskel festival celebrations, Turmi,
Ethiopia; Monolithic church of Saint George, Lalibela.

he pre-dawn world is not a
place I visit willingly – and
yet I found myself outside a
windswept Ethiopian church
at 4am on a Sunday, moved
to tears by one of the most
remarkable experiences of my life.
My visit – part of Ethiopia’s historic trail
– coincided with the Orthodox Christian
festival of Fasika, which falls just after our
Easter. At the end of two months of strict
fasting, worshippers attend a church service
on Easter eve that lasts throughout the
night, ending as late as 4am, when they
burst – carnival like – out of the church
doors to dance, eat, drink and celebrate the
risen Christ.
I had arrived in Lalibela – a town in
northern Ethiopia clustered around 11
majestic, rose-gold churches that are
carved into the dusty rocks and dug into
the ground by hand – two days earlier. As
we approached the hilltop town by car, we
passed ever-growing crowds of men, women
and children pouring in from the bone-dry
hills and tackling the long, dusty road north.
In the lead-up to any religious festival,
pilgrims sleep on plastic sheets near the
town and the normally desert-like hills were
blurred with life.
Ethiopia throbs with religious fervour
throughout the year. On Sundays in
Lalibela, Axum and Bahir Dar, foreign
visitors are rendered all but invisible by the
thousand-strong crowd of monks and nuns,
hermits and worshippers, children and
grandmothers – all of whom are wrapped
in white and fervently kiss their crosses and

the feet of the orange-clad priests as they
enter the holy walls of the many churches.
This is a society with a more profound
spiritual belief than anywhere else I have
visited – one where worship is woven into
every aspect of life. But it is during Orthodox
festivals when Ethiopian daily prayers bloom
into multicoloured celebrations.
As the pilgrims left church to celebrate
Fasika on that chilly Sunday morning, the
priests cut a path between them, wearing
candy-coloured robes and carrying
spectacular parasols that wouldn’t have
been out of place in a West End show. Red
carpets were rolled out in front, so their
feet never touched the ground as they
progressed, while church choirs burst into
song as they passed. All around were their
followers, alternately singing and ululating,
praying or reading their bibles, some holding
aloft candles and coils of incense.
Over the weekend, I was often alone
among the worshippers – a jeans-stained
dot in this sea of pilgrims in their pristine
white shawls. I sat on the ground and
watched the baptism of three babies, and
later pressed myself against the sunken
walls as hundreds of pilgrims marched past
carrying a vast wooden cross.
And standing there at dawn on Easter
Sunday, I felt lucky to be immersed in a
celebration untouched by the last two
centuries – one where a recognisable brand
of Christianity suddenly felt intoxicatingly
foreign. Ethiopia’s landscape may be beautiful
and its food delicious, but many months later,
it is these haunting religious celebrations that
dominate my memories of the country.
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Meskel festival celebrations, Turmi, Ethiopia

January
Throughout the year there are churches
feting saints’ days – and every Sunday in
Ethiopia has a festival-like atmosphere –
but if you want to time your visit to coincide
with one of the great Orthodox Christian
celebrations, then January is your month.

Gena, everywhere
Just after our New Year, is the Orthodox
equivalent of Christmas – Gena. It is
celebrated everywhere but is particularly
spectacular in Lalibela. Gena is preceded by
43 days of fasting through Tsome Gahad
(or Advent) and culminates in a grand
church service, and a procession of dancers.
In Lalibela (a short flight north from Addis
Ababa) the celebration begins at the worldfamous Church of St George, which is sunk
into the ground in the shape of a Greek
Orthodox cross. Perch under a thorn tree
and watch the white-robed pilgrims drift
around the four columns while priests
pray, light candles and bless the arriving
worshippers. After that they move to Biete
Medhane Alem, the largest monolithic
church in the world, where the haunting
service takes place.

Timkat, Bahir Dar
Around 18 January is Timkat – the
celebration of Jesus’ baptism. One of the
most extraordinary places to watch it in is
the town of Bahir Dar, which is set on the
banks of Lake Tana, where the Ark of the
Covenant is believed to have been kept
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for many years. On the foothills of the
Simien mountains and a short flight from
Addis Ababa or Lalibela, the lake itself is
mesmerising – ancient dhows drift past
14th-century monasteries and angry hippos
rear their heads out of the glassy water. And
during Timkat, priests parade a replica of the
Ark (known as the Tabot) around town, while
choirs sing, chant and ululate behind them,
accompanied by church drums. The Tabot
is then placed in a white tent by the shores
of Lake Tana, where worshippers submerge
themselves in holy water in a reenactment
of the baptism. Afterwards, the Tabot is
taken back to the church and street feasts
pop up around the city.

April

Recommended C&K tour
Ethiopian Odyssey

14 Days & 11 Nights
from £3,495
Explore the rock-hewn churches of
Lalibela and Tigray, and spend time
immersed in the spectacular scenery
of the Simien mountains. Several
departures of this tour have been
scheduled to coincide with the festivals
of Timkat, Meskel and Hidar Tsion.

To find out more or plan a tailormade itinerary, speak to one of our
Africa experts
t 020 3813 5108

Fasika, everywhere
For the past two months, worshippers have
eaten only vegetables, and only at certain
hours of the afternoon. So, it is with great
joy and some relief that the Christian half of
the country welcomes Easter Sunday, when
they can feast on meat, injera (fermented
bread) and tej (local honey beer). My Fasika
celebrations in Lalibela were extraordinary,
but on the banks of Lake Tana, near Gondar
– further on from Bahir Dar, where subSaharan Africa and medieval churches
meld together – it is equally spectacular.
Thousands of pilgrims line the shore,
clutching candles and carrying heavy
wooden crosses. While in the churches and
monasteries that sit on jewel-like islands in

the lake, pilgrims gather to sing, pray, dance
and, most importantly, eat.

September
Meskel, Addis Ababa
Vast, crowded and polluted, Addis Ababa
– while fascinating – can be a difficult city
to get to grips with. But if you’re there in
September for the Meskel celebrations, the
capital’s atmosphere changes and becomes
gentler and more welcoming. The Meskel
is a festival that celebrates Queen Helena,
mother of Constantine the Great, who

ETHIOPIA

Every Sunday in Ethiopia has
a festival-like atmosphere
lived in the 4th century and who found the
true cross, thanks to a dream telling her
to light a bonfire that would later reveal
its whereabouts. Today the bonfire (called
a demera) is erected in Meskel Square in
central Addis Ababa each September and
is topped by daisies in the form of a cross.
Priests circle the bonfire, singing before it is
lit, while pilgrims from around the country
gather to celebrate.

November
Hidar Tsion, in Axum
According to every Ethiopian you’ll meet, the
historic town of Axum in the far north of the
country is where the Ark of the Covenant
is buried. This belief is one of the reasons
why Ethiopia is so fervently religious – but
the only slight catch is that nobody is
actually allowed to see it. Happily, they are

Saint Mary of Zion Church, Axum, Ethiopia

allowed to celebrate it. And in Saint Mary of
Zion Church – the church where the Ark is
allegedly kept – pilgrims from all over the
world gather on 30 November, draped in
snow-white shawls and bearing wishes and
prayers that supposedly come true when
made at the resting place of the Ark. Priests
lead the service by singing and playing

on the drums, while female worshippers
respond with a chorus of ululations
throughout the day. And in a country where
women are banned from a frustrating
number of churches and monasteries, it is
refreshing to attend a celebration where
they are central to the festivities.

ETHIOPIA AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Africa expert Shameem Bhyat
When
It’s often said that Ethiopia has 13 months
of sunshine, as there are 13 months in
the Orthodox Julian calendar. However, it
does rain heavily over the highlands during
July and August, when the mountains are
covered in cloud and doused by a storm
most afternoons. All other months are very
agreeable, and temperatures do not vary
from rainy to dry season.

Sleep
Two mountain lodges in the Simien and Bale
mountains are not to be missed. Bale Lodge
is found in the Harena forest – a true paradise
of wildlife, insects and birds. Simien Lodge is
the highest hotel in Africa, at a heady 3,260m,
and the winner of several international
tourism awards. Be prepared for chilly nights.

Eat
Ethiopian food is not to be missed; a spicy
blend of African and Asian is the best way
to describe it. The family meal starts with a
large grey pancake called enjera, onto which
vegetable and meat potions are poured

in abundance. Hands dive in – always the
right hand – after a prayer has been said,
giving thanks for the food. Dishes made with
berbere spice mixture can be very fiery.

Drink
Do try the tej, or honey wine (some
connoisseurs say that Ethiopian honey is
the best in the world). The Beer Garden Inn,
in the Bole district of Addis Ababa, serves
excellent local beers, brewed in copper vats
on site.

Try
When in Bahir Dar, don’t be afraid to get off
the beaten track. Ask a boatman to take you
to Tana Kirkos, about an hour and a half up
the western side of the lake. He will watch
out for hippos that live along the shoreline.
You will arrive at the three monasteries, one
of which dates back to pre-Christian times.
Unfortunately, women are not allowed
to see as much as men, but a visit to the
museum is worthwhile.
In the Simien mountains, don’t forget to
visit the 700-metre-high Jimbar waterfall,

particularly spectacular from September
to December. To access the falls, there is a
four-metre walk over a volcanic ridge, with a
hair-raising drop on both sides. Guides are
always on hand to help you across.
After exploring the 16th-century castles
in Gondar, ask your guide to show you the
colourful ceiling paintings at Debre Berhan
Selassie church, an incredible example of
Orthodox art.
Watch traditional Ethiopian dancing at
Fasika restaurant in Addis Ababa. Shoulder
blades seem to detach themselves from the
bodies of the men, and the girls gyrate their
heads so fiercely that you will wonder at
their neck muscles.
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EXPERIENCE

SOLO

T R AV E L

Small Group Tours
Cox & Kings’ collection of Solo Travellers tours has
been specially created for individual travellers who
enjoy exploring fascinating parts of the world in the
company of like-minded people.
All accommodation on these tours is based on single
occupancy of twin or double rooms and our groups are
kept small, with a maximum of 18 people. There are
no single supplements and we have sought out good
quality hotels that offer the most reasonable prices for
single travellers.
These tours offer the opportunity to discover
extraordinary places in style, at sensible prices, in
good company and with complete peace of mind.

For reservations or to request a copy of the
2019-20 Solo Travellers brochure, please call
020 3813 5108 quoting COMPASS, or visit
CoxandKings.co.uk/Solo-Travellers

Solo Travellers 2019 highlights
A taste of our 2019 collection…

Mystical Morocco • NEW
8 Days & 7 Nights from £1,745

Treasures of Peru
11 Days & 9 Nights from £2,495

A Taste of Ethiopia • NEW
9 Days & 7 Nights from £2,695

Exotic India
13 Days & 11 Nights from £2,825

Madagascar: Untouched Wilderness • NEW
12 Days & 10 Nights from £3,995

Classic China
11 Days & 9 Nights from £3,095

Oman Discovery • NEW
9 Days & 8 Nights from £2,445

Burma Discovery
11 Days & 8 Nights from £2,995

Majestic Russia
7 Days & 6 Nights from £1,425

Splendours of South Africa
14 Days & 11 Nights from £4,045
Jinshanling Pass, Great Wall of China

5035

Taste for Adventure
Unearthing an intriguing mix of cutting-edge culture,
pristine wilderness and local gourmet delights,
The Daily Telegraph travel writer Helen Ochyra
discovers a mania for Tasmania
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Sunrise at Wineglass Bay © Daniel Tran / Tourism Tasmania
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Images (clockwise from top):
Oysters
Monument Cliffs, Three Capes Track © Jesse Desjardins /
Tourism Tasmania
Crayfish, Tasmanian Seafood Seduction © Tourism
Australia & Ellenor Argyropoulos
Outdoor scultpure, Museum of Old and New Art, Hobart
Farm Gate Market, Hobart © Poon Wai Nang /
Tourism Tasmania
Fresh sea urchin, Tasmanian Seafood Seduction
© Poon Wai Nang / Tourism Tasmania
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TASMANIA

I

am standing on the bow of the boat
holding a crayfish by its haunches in
each hand and grinning like a loon.
Behind me Kate is cooking up abalone,
freshly hauled from the sea that laps
around us, and several hungry fellow
travellers are slurping oysters and sipping
sparkling wine.
Fantastic food brings visitors to
Tasmania in their droves. This verdant
island state is Australia’s southernmost
– and therefore coolest – corner, and
home to a larder of fresh produce that
is well worth the short flight over from
Melbourne to seek out.
I am only just downriver from the
capital, Hobart, on my tour and already
the Southern Ocean has been generous
in sharing its bounty: those oysters from
Get Shucked oyster farm; that abalone
the result of a quick dive by our crew,
and accompanied by sea urchins freshly
plucked from the waters. Those crayfish
are the centrepiece of it all – southern
rock lobster that is sweet, succulent and
about as good as any I’ve ever tasted (and
I’m lucky enough to have tasted a lot).
On our cruise along the River Derwent
and D’Entrecasteaux Channel we have

dining scene that is firmly ensconced
on the hipster radar, Hobart can rival
Melbourne or even London in the
gourmet stakes.
It all started with Mona, Hobart’s
Museum of Old and New Art – and a
contentious museum if ever I’ve seen
one. This is no government-funded
collection of highbrow ancient artworks,
but a deliberately – some would say
provocatively – irreverent museum
opened by a local multimillionaire and
professional gambler.
The $200 million David Walsh invested
in founding Mona in 2011 could be said
to be his greatest ever gamble. It does,
after all, feature a poo machine. Yes,
really. Wim Delvoye’s Cloaca mimics the
human digestive process, being fed food
and producing waste product. It is both
amazing and repulsive – and it tends
to attract the largest crowd. People, it
seems, will always be attracted to what is
contentious.
Mona is certainly that and there is no
telling what will be on display for your
visit. The collection ranges from “dubious
moral genesis” to “stuff David bought
when he was drunk” and its meaning,

...there truly is nowhere quite like Tasmania...
Here you will find secluded bays ringed with white sand
beaches, toothy mountains formed by glaciers and
rainforests that date back over 60 million years...
been distracted from the view by the
gourmet treats handed to us. Finally,
hunger sated, I start to look up, and find
myself staring out at Bruny Island, its
unspoiled shores rimmed by bleach-white
beaches and washed by water so clear it’s
impossible to guess its depth. As I soak
up the sun’s rays and feel the breeze tug
at my hair, a fellow passenger lets out
a squeal of delight. Not this time for a
plump oyster or glass of local fizz, but
for something beneath the boat. I look
down and see the unmistakable glistening
grey back of a dolphin – actually, two –
playfully slicing through the water in our
slipstream.
There truly is nowhere quite like
Tasmania. The bulk of Australia may be
just 300-odd miles away but it feels like a
different continent altogether. Weatherwise Tasmania feels closer to Scotland
than Sydney, and with a cultural and

or lack thereof, is conveyed to you via a
handheld device called O. On this you
can listen to interviews with the artists,
as well as tap to say if you love or hate
the piece in question. That piece could be
a sculpture of the female form, a bicycle
suspended from the ceiling or a staircase
leading nowhere. This is no ordinary
museum visit, but like I said, there truly is
nowhere quite like Tasmania.
The same is true of the landscape. Here
you will find secluded bays ringed with
white sand beaches, toothy mountains
formed by glaciers and rainforests that
date back over 60 million years. About
40% of the island is protected by either
national park or reserve status, and the
half a million or so people who live in
Tasmania are mostly gathered in Hobart
and second city Launceston, leaving the
rest of this unspoiled island as pure,
pristine wilderness.
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Wild about Tasmania
With its pristine landscapes and few natural
predators, Tasmania is a natural haven for wildlife.
Trail-walking in one of the beautiful national
parks offers the chance to see wildlife unique to
Tasmania in the wild. There are also some excellent
conservation projects, where you’ll have a chance
to see and learn about these fascinating creatures.

Tasmanian devil
The world’s largest carnivorous
marsupial and found in the
wild only in Tasmania, the devil
resembles an angry wombat
with its stocky, furry body,
screechy call and ferocious
nature. The Bonorong Wildlife
Sanctuary runs a successful
Tasmanian devil breeding
programme.

Wedge-tailed eagle
Whilst it’s one of the 12 bird
species endemic to Tasmania,
the endangered wedge-tailed
eagle is known as a breeding
endemic, meaning they only
breed in Tasmania before
migrating to the mainland.
With a wingspan of up to 2.2m,
this is one of Tasmania’s most
impressive predators.

Short-beaked echidna
Cousin of the platypus (together
the planet’s only egg-laying
mammals), the short-beaked
echidna uses its long tongue to
forage for ants, termites and
worms. This unusual species is
found throughout Tasmania,
including Freycinet National Park
and Cradle Mountain.

Wombat
These stout, nocturnal marsupials
are a delight. An efficient digging
machine with powerful claws and
protruding front teeth. At Ronny
Creek in the Cradle Mountain
- Lake St Clair National Park,
wombats can easily be seen from
the boardwalks grazing at dusk
and dawn.

Whale
The southern right whale and
humpback whale can both
be spotted, travelling their
migratory routes in the waters
off Tasmania. The whalewatching season runs (on and
off) from May to November,
on Tasmania’s east coast –
particularly Frederick Henry Bay
and Great Oyster Bay.
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So here it is: this place is a paradise.
The rest of Australia may still occasionally
point and laugh at the island they say
is at least two decades behind them,
but really the joke is on them

The best way to experience it is
to get out and walk it. Tasmania is
home to five of Australia’s so-called
‘Great Walks’, the newest of which
is the Three Capes Lodge Walk,
which launched in September 2018
and takes you along the Tasman
Peninsula. This tract of bush juts out
into the Southern Ocean and is home
not only to Port Arthur – Tasmania’s
original penal settlement (and the
state’s top attraction until Mona came
along) – but also to the magnificent
Tasman National Park.
Join the fully guided, four-day Three
Capes Lodge Walk and you’ll stay in
the national park each night, settling
in at exclusive lodges designed to fit
in with the landscape as well as offer
every comfort to the weary walker.
The route begins with a boat trip
from Port Arthur to land at Denman’s
Cove. You’ll then head south, climbing
Arthur’s Peak to spot white-bellied
sea eagles soaring in the thermals
and descending through atmospheric
silver gum forests towards the cliffs
at the very edge of Tasmania – the
highest in the southern hemisphere.
There’s nothing between you and
Antarctica here and there are
seabirds aplenty, from albatrosses to
gannets.
If you’d rather take it easy,
Tasmania has plenty of luxury
hotels set cleverly into the dramatic
landscape. Take Freycinet Lodge,
where rooms overlook the sparkling
blue waters of Great Oyster Bay
and are backed by the Hazards, a
mountain range cast in blushing
pink granite. There is so much on
your doorstep here, with Freycinet
National Park’s idyllic beaches
reached by easy walking tracks

through the bush. I struggled,
though, to leave my room, a Coastal
Pavilion with an outdoor bathtub
and glass walls that brought the
trees practically into bed with me. I
found myself unable to move come
sunset: legs satisfyingly aching and
body heavy with soporific bliss as the
sun dipped in the sky and tinged the
mountains with an orange glow. Birds
sang out the day and darkness added
texture to the forest, its shadows
lengthening across my private
wooden deck.
Evenings at the lodge are spent
devouring more local seafood. The
Bay Restaurant serves up delicious
local Melshell oysters with a squeeze
of lemon and seared Tasmanian
scallops, before wowing me with a
generous paella, the sort you spend
the evening exploring, digging out
mussels and clams and prawns with
your fork and staining everything you
touch with the hot red oil of delicious
chorizo. I sink back in my chair and
lose myself in the view, swirling my
glass of crisp riesling from Freycinet
Vineyard, just up the road in Apslawn.
Once again, I am grinning like a loon
and trying not to gush.
And then I think – why? Tasmania
deserves my gushing praise. So here it
is: this place is a paradise. The rest of
Australia may still occasionally point
and laugh at the island they say is at
least two decades behind them, but
really the joke is on them. Because on
my next trip down under, I’ll be flying
right over their heads. To the state
that can confidently claim to have
the best food and the most pristine
landscapes in Australia, as well as by
far one of the most original museums
I have ever visited.

TASMANIA

Images clockwise:
Melshell Oysters Farm Gate © Rob Burnett/Tourism
Tasmania
Coastal Pavillion, Freycinet Lodge (Supplied Courtesy of
RACT Destinations/Tourism Tasmania)
Devil’s Corner Cellar Door © Lisa Kuilenburg/Tourism
Tasmania

Recommended C&K tour
Tasmania Self-Drive Explorer
14 Days & 13 Nights
from £1,645 (excluding flights)

Beginning in Hobart, visit the city and
coastal islands before driving north to
the stunning Wineglass Bay and up to
Beauty Point, near the island’s north
coast. Continue west through the
Tasmanian interior, via Cradle Mountain
National Park, before returning back to
Hobart via beautiful Lake St Clair.

Ask one of our Australia experts
about our free stopover offer or
visit CoxandKings.co.uk for
more information
t 020 3813 5108

TASMANIA AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Australia expert Nick Coy
When
The best time to visit Tasmania is in the
summer (December to February), when
there are warm days and cool nights.
Autumn (March to May) is also a good time,
when the weather is characterised by fresh,
bright days with occasional frosty nights.

Sleep
Pumphouse Point is a boutique wilderness
property in Lake St Clair National Park, split
between a converted hydroelectric pump
station that reaches 250 metres out into
Lake St Clair and a lakeside house. The decor
is utilitarian chic with luxurious furnishings,
and each room has a larder filled with local
produce for purchase. The Henry Jones Art
Hotel in Hobart houses an ever-changing
display of contemporary art within some of
Australia’s oldest buildings, dating back to
the 1820s.

Eat
A curried scallop pie, a Tasmanian
speciality, is available from any of the
fabulous bakeries to be found all over the

island. Frogmore Creek is one of Tasmania’s
most acclaimed wineries, with a superb
restaurant and cellar door on the Coal
River Valley wine route, a 20-minute drive
from Hobart.

Drink
In addition to its superb wineries, Tasmania
has an impressive number of whisky
and gin distilleries. Forty Spotted gin
matches traditional botanicals with the rare
Tasmanian mountain pepper berry to create
a refined gin unlike any other.

Try
Take a small boat trip to uninhabited Maria
Island, home to endangered wildlife and
birdlife including the Tasmanian devil, the
Cape Barren goose and the Forty-spotted
Pardalote. Cruise along its 300-million-yearold cliffs and nose into extraordinarilycoloured fossil caves, visit fur seal colonies,
barbecue on local seafood and swim off
the boat.
Take a scenic flight across the rugged
mountain ranges south of Hobart with Par

Avion, on a small plane to Melaleuca
in Southwest National Park, breeding
place of the critically endangered orangebellied parrot.
Lake Pedder and its companion Lake
Gordon together comprise the largest
inland freshwater storage in Australia. It is
the farthest southwestern point that visitors
can drive to and provides a unique habitat
for many endemic birds and mammals,
including the brilliantly coloured green
rosella parrot.
Mount Field National Park, just an hour
from Hobart, will give you a glimpse into the
magnificent temperate rainforest that covers
much of Tasmania’s west coast.
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6

of the Best
Train Journeys
Cox & Kings’ travel experts pick their favourite
stay-on-board train journeys from around the world
– discover something different on one of our top six
rail adventures
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TRAVEL NEWS

1. Rovos Rail, Africa

2. Belmond Andean Explorer, Peru

The Rovos Rail journey is a nature-lover’s
dream. From the amethyst blossoms of
Jacaranda City, to exhilarating safaris in
Hwange National Park and the breathtaking
scale and magnificence of Victoria Falls in
Zimbabwe, you’ll fall in love with Africa as
nature intended aboard the Victoria Falls
rail tour. Amble through the soothing and
incredibly beautiful scenery of South Africa,
bathing in the aptly named Warmbaths,
witnessing spectacular wildlife at Hwange
and enjoying insights into local life on your
way along one of Africa’s longest stretches
of straight railway. You’ll cross the Tropic of
Capricorn and travel to Bulawayo via West
Nicholson, hugging the dramatic Zambezi
River, all from the comfort of your carriage.
Rovos Rail’s trains are sensitively restored,
converted vintage coaches that have a truly
timeless quality. You’ll feel like you’ve been
whisked back in time as you sip champagne in
the pillared, Victorian-style dining car, which
offers a menu of traditional dishes made with
fresh local ingredients, as well as a selection of
exquisite South African wines. The observation
car has a covered section and an open-air
balcony for you to breathe in the fresh air of
the plains, and the cabins feel just as spacious
with their airy design and opulent decor.
The 3-day and 2-night Pretoria to Victoria
Falls journey aboard Rovos Rail’s Pride of
Africa is available from £1,585 per person,
including all meals, drinks and activities.

Gliding past rugged Peruvian landscapes
onboard the Belmond Andean Explorer –
South America’s first luxury sleeper train –
will transport nature and history lovers alike.
The astonishing Peruvian Highlands journey
sets off from Cuzco, winding through La
Raya and Puno before passing Lake Titicaca
and arriving in historic Arequipa.
On board, passengers can simultaneously
enjoy luxurious comfort while still feeling
truly connected with the nature outside.
Each of the 24 spacious en suite cabins
feature bathrooms made from local
stone and you won’t miss a thing in the
observation car, which is equipped with
large windows and comfortable seats. Dine
on a specially selected menu of seasonal
dishes made with local produce, or even
be revitalised with an Incan-inspired spa
treatment on board.
Expert-guided excursions to ancient sites
like the fascinating Sumbay Caves, home
to more than 500 cave paintings over 6,000
years old, will captivate historians. Don’t
miss the striking sunsets and sunrises
over the La Raya Mountains, Lake Titicaca
and Lake Saracocha, and a very special
opportunity to interact with the local people
who inhabit the islands of Lake Titicaca.
The 3-day and 2-night Peruvian Highlands
journey aboard the Belmond Andean Explorer
is available from £1,365 per person in a
bunk-bed cabin (upgrades available).

Images
Opposite:
Rovos Rail exterior
Above, clockwise:
Leopard, Hwange National
Park, Zimbabwe; Woman
on Rovos Railway train;
Andes mountains, Peru

From the amethyst blossoms of
Jacaranda City, to exhilarating
safaris in Hwange National Park
and the breathtaking scale and
magnificence of Victoria Falls
in Zimbabwe, you’ll fall in love
with Africa as nature intended
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3. Deccan Odyssey, India
Showcasing northern India’s greatest sights
and little-known gems, the Indian Odyssey
rail journey is a luxurious and enchanting
experience, encapsulating the unique magic
of India’s cultural, historical, natural and
spiritual charms. From Delhi to Ranthambore
National Park, Agra, Jaipur, Udaipur, Vadodara
and Aurangabad, the Indian Odyssey is a
wondrous adventure true to its name.
Nature lovers should get up early if they are
to catch a glimpse of tigers in Ranthambore
National Park. Or enjoy some of India’s finest
landscapes in Udaipur – the ‘Venice of the
East’ – with stunning views over Lake Pichola.
Historians can marvel at the Unesco-listed
Amber fort in Rajasthan, and the iconic
architecture of the Taj Mahal in Agra. Your
appreciation will be heightened by expert
guides, as you learn about the stunning forts,
palaces and temples, including Pavagadh
Archaeological Park, Udaipur’s City and
Jagmandir palaces, and the Ellora caves.
Inspired by the imperial carriages of
Maharajas, the Deccan Odyssey offers elegance
and comfort. The train has two multi-cuisine
restaurants that offer dishes to reflect the
regional cuisine of each destination. The
lounge and bar areas are the perfect place
for you to share your adventures with other

passengers, or you can relax in the spa with a
selection of traditional Ayurvedic treatments.
The 11-day and 9-night Indian Odyssey
journey aboard the Deccan Odyssey is
available from £4,685 per person. Price
includes international flights, 7 nights’ fullboard accommodation on the train, 1 pre-tour
night in Delhi and 1 post-tour night in Mumbai.

From Delhi to Ranthambore
National Park, Agra, Jaipur,
Udaipur, Vadodara and
Aurangabad, the Indian Odyssey
is a wondrous adventure
true to its name
4. Ghan Expedition, Australia
The Ghan Expedition offers a totally
unique experience, perfect for the more
adventurous and curious explorers. Travel
aboard The Ghan on a route inspired by the
brave cameleers who ventured across the
unexplored Australian outback in the 19th

century. The Ghan Expedition journey offers
the chance to take an off-train excursion
every day, and opportunities to experience
some of the most remote areas of Australia.
Enjoy luxury combined with the rugged lands
of adventure just outside your window. The
restaurant serves a variety of fresh, local
dishes, while the spacious, stylish cabins and
Explorer Lounge are perfect for relaxing and
soaking up the views.
You’ll be humbled by the beauty and
expanse of the natural landscapes en route
from Darwin, through Katherine, Alice
Springs and Manguri, to Adelaide. Stunning
sunrises and sunsets across the outback, and
a barbecue under an impossibly clear nightsky are just some of the treats in store. You
can become an explorer and discover over
200 desert animals and 400 species of plants
in Alice Springs, take a guided boat tour of
Nitmiluk (Katherine) Gorge’s ancient rock art,
and unleash your inner Jack- or Jillaroo on
the Katherine Outback Experience. You may
even find your fortune in the intriguing opalmining town of Coober Pedy, where more
than half of the residents live underground
to escape the scorching heat above.
The 4-day and 3-night Ghan Expedition
journey from Darwin to Adelaide is available
from £2,095 per person. April to October 2019
only; price excludes international flights.

Deccan Odyssey’s Jaipur welcome, Jaipur

The Ghan heading through the Australian outback
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Deccan Odyssey exterior

TRAVEL NEWS

Twin room, Eastern & Oriental Express

River Kwai bridge, Thailand

Restaurant, Orient Silk Road Express

Issyk-Kul lake, Cholpon Ata, Kyrgyzstan

5. E
 astern & Oriental Express,
Far East
Watch as lush jungles, tiny villages, ancient
temples and modern cities glide past on your
way from Bangkok, through Kanchanaburi
and Kuala Kangsar to your final destination,
Singapore. Belmond’s Eastern & Oriental
Express offers the perfect balance of
adventure and relaxation, and activities cater
to all interests – from a bike ride through
sweeping rice paddies to a hill trek with an
expert naturalist guide. In Kanchanaburi,
foodies can sample the distinct regional
cuisine at the colourful wet market or take
a raft cruise with a cooking class. Historians
will be struck by the architecture of River
Kwai bridge and reflect on the history of the
Thailand-Burma Railway.
This is the ultimate luxury train journey.
If fine dining and classic glamour are what
you’re after, you’ll thrive in the old-world
elegance of Belmond’s Eastern & Oriental
Express train. Decorated with exquisite
Asian design details, this train comes fully
equipped with several different cabin sizes, a

restaurant serving regional and continental
dishes cooked by internationally renowned
chefs, a stunning observation carriage with
covered and open-air areas, a cosy saloon
car with a library, and a bar carriage where
you can enjoy a jazz club atmosphere with
music and conversations about the day’s
adventures floating on the air around you.
The 10-day and 7-night Bangkok to Singapore
journey, including international flights and 3
nights aboard the Eastern & Oriental Express,
is available from £4,725 per person.

6. Orient Silk Road Express,
Middle East
You will roll headlong into 1,001 Nights on
the Orient Silk Road Express as you explore a
route of extraordinary historical significance
brimming with beautiful architecture,
fascinating stories and unique cultures. You
will be given the royal tour of seven Unesco
world heritage sites in 14 days, making
your way along ancient trade routes aboard
timeless and intricately decorated carriages.

Savour the immersive experience and
insights into everyday life as you watch the
mesmerizing processes of local silk and
carpet weavers. Historians can marvel at
the sight of ancient fortresses, mausoleums,
mosques and temples that show the
power and beauty of bygone eras and lost
civilisations. Man-made beauty is not the
only kind you will encounter on this trip, you
will also be whisked through the spectacular
nature of the Karakum and Kyzylkum deserts
and the awe-inspiring Tian Shan mountains.
The culture outside the train undeniably
permeates within, as you sample the best
of local cuisine in the intricately decorated
dining car and enjoy the beauty of traditional
Islamic-style decor throughout the carriages.
The 15-day and 12-night Legendary Silk
Route by Rail journey, including international
flights and 7 nights aboard the Orient Silk Road
Express, is available from £5,245 per person.
For more information about any of these rail
journeys or to plan a tailor-made itinerary,
speak to one of our regional experts
t 020 3813 5108
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The Silk Road
Less Travelled
As Joanna Lumley’s recent ITV television series explored the cultural and historic
riches found along the legendary Silk Road, travel writer for The Times
and Central Asian food expert Caroline Eden savours the
sights and flavours of this exotic region
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I

sfahan, Samarkand, Istanbul…
The mere names of these ancient
metropolises are capable of setting
adventurous hearts racing and
curious minds wandering. They are
legendary Silk Road cities, and for
centuries, along with many other towns
and settlements between east Asia and the
Mediterranean, they flourished with the
arrival of great trade and the exchange of
ideas, religion and philosophies.
Merchants carrying everything from
precious gems to sacks of mohair would
travel, often in relay-fashion, over remote
and often perilous mountain passes and
through forgotten desert oases, to trade in
dusty tea shops, sandy caravanserais and in
boisterous market squares.
Exchange moved in both directions. From
the east came ginger, tea, herbs, jade and
jewels, all highly portable, along with, most
famously, silk. While from the west to China
travelled cucumbers, coloured glass and
wine. Joining the merchants were pilgrims,
poets and missionaries, exporting and
delivering their ideas and religious practices.
Unlike the vast majority of traders, who
were keen to keep their transactions private,
many literate religious figures wrote of
their journeys, keeping records that, much
later, would provide invaluable material to

researchers, archaeologists and historians.
Even today, long after trade winds
changed direction and transport shifted
from camel caravans to railways and
seaways, the allure of the ‘Silk Road’ lives on.
It must have been a most natural of subjects
for Joanna Lumley’s four-part television
series for ITV, after all, her diplomat
grandfather is said to have travelled along
sections of it.
“I’m embarking on a 7000-mile journey
following the route of the legendary Silk
Road, that throughout history helped
spread all manner of foods, inventions
and cultures across Asia and Europe...my
most adventurous and exotic journey yet,”
she said.
For the majority of the Silk Road’s long
history – at its peak during the Byzantine
Empire (395–1453) – its various tracks and
roads, stretching like tentacles across China,
Asia Minor and Europe, had no name.
Then, in the mid-19th century, the German
geologist Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen
coined the term Die Seidenstrasse (the Silk
Road), and it stuck.
Naturally, Lumley’s journey begins closest
to home, in Venice, but soon enough we’re
off to Istanbul, the fulcrum balancing Europe
and Asia, and the start of an eastwards
adventure.

Even today, long after trade
winds changed direction and
transport shifted from camel
caravans to railways and
seaways, the allure of the
‘Silk Road’ lives on

Images
Opposite: Winding roads of the
Silk Route between China and India
Above: Western gate (Ata Darvoza), Khiva, Uzbekistan
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Traditional Georgian cuisine

Georgia
Across the border in mountainous Georgia,
Lumley suggests that Georgia’s landscape
could give the Alps a run for its money, and
marvels at the country’s dance traditions,
food and landscape. “My grandmother said
you can’t live on views alone, but there’s
something about this place that restores the
soul,” she said.
Georgia offers a wealth of Silk Road-era
culture and sights including holy Mtskheta,
where Christianity was proclaimed the state
religion in 337AD, and the exquisite frescoes
at David Gareja monastery.
But there are modern cities to explore,
too. Batumi, on the Black Sea, has been
both a successful port and oil terminus,
but today showcases an elaborate range of
otherworldly architecture, including casinos,
along with well-preserved Russian imperial
buildings, Black Sea beaches and Caucasian
mountain views.
Like Turkey, this is a country that has
always been ripe for trade, sitting squarely
at the crossroads of Europe and Asia.
Svetitskhoveli cathedral, Mtskheta
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Turkey
Modern-day ‘Silk Road’ travellers gravitate
to Turkey to shop in its bazaars, to marvel
at its magnificent trading domes, and to
perhaps sleep in an old caravanserai, where
merchants once paused and refreshed.
Turkey has long played a major role in the
history of the Silk Road, the Black Sea and
the Mediterranean.
Just like Istanbul today, the Ottoman
capital of Constantinople had bazaars,
restaurants, banks, mosques, schools and
hammams, and thousands of potential trade
partners. Today, the Grand Bazaar is one of
the world’s largest markets, with 4,000 or
so shops.
Further east, one of the oldest cities in
Anatolia (‘Asian’ Turkey) is the Silk Road city
of Kayseri, a deeply religious place and the
gateway to Cappadocia with its otherworldly
fairy chimneys. Here, 10th-century Seljuk
monuments share space with classic
Ottoman buildings in a city that sits squarely
on many trade routes.
To the north is one of Turkey’s major
Silk Road routes, which ran from Trabzon
in eastern Turkey, to Tbilisi in Georgia and
onto Tehran and Isfahan. But really, almost
everywhere you step in Turkey, you are
likely to be following in the footsteps of a
Silk Road trader.
Traditional lanterns, Grand Bazzar, Istanbul

Wine at a Georgian vineyard

The toast of travellers
Georgians love wine. At any large
gathering there is a dedicated tamada
(toastmaster) who, between courses,
erupts with one poetic toast after
another. These go out to fellow diners,
the chef, ancestors, the newly born
and the long departed. If it is a serious
event – an anniversary or birthday –
the tamada has an assistant, called an
alaverdi, whose job it is to expound
upon the toast.
Georgian wines – such as Saperavi,
a deep red wine made from Georgia’s
native grape, the colour of baked
cherry, and amber-hued Rkatsiteli
– are excellent. At some wineries,
wines are still fermented and aged in
earthenware kvevri vessels.
Turkey has strict alcohol laws but
also a long and proud winemaking
tradition going back centuries. Many
wines are worth trying, especially
Kalecik Karası and Narince, both local
varieties. I particularly like Kayra wines,
rich in tannins and suitable for Turkish
cuisine, and their rosé is also good.
Uzbekistan’s wineries are few and
in their infancy, but there are small
wine-tasting centres popping up,
including one in Bukhara (Caravansarai
Nughai) that is popular with tourists.
Before the Islamic revolution in 1979,
when Iran’s new Islamic rulers banned
alcohol, Shiraz had a great tradition of
winemaking. Today, alcohol in Iran is
prohibited for Muslim citizens by law.

Hagia Sophia, Istanbul
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Iran
Heading east, Iran, like Turkey, is a country
that benefited not only from goods arriving
by land, but sea trade, too, via the Persian
Gulf and the Caspian Sea.
Yazd, in the centre of the country, has
a strong Silk Road legacy with merchant
houses converted into hotels and wind
towers known as badgirs, while Shiraz, the
city of poets, is home to Vakil Bazaar, built in
1760 and full of courtyards, bathhouses and
shops selling copper, spices and antiques.
No one really knows when ancient Isfahan
was first established as a city, but over
the centuries it has developed a name for
itself as a place to see resplendent Persian
gardens and fabulous buildings such as
Ali Qapu palace, from where the king once
watched games of polo, and where the
throne room still shines with frescoes.
Lumley called the country a “highlight”
of her trip and concluded, after meeting
many hospitable Persians, a people known
for their kindness and generosity, that
“Everyone was fabulous”.
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A taste for adventure
Turkey’s culinary range and character is
a direct result of its Silk Road heritage,
and the countries that share its borders
including Iran, Syria and Georgia. You
could spend a lifetime exploring Turkish
food, from morning menemen (scrambled
eggs Turkish-style) to decadent bal kaymak
(clotted cream blanketed in honey) and,
of course, its legendary kebabs. Turkey
is proud of its culinary traditions and has
held onto them; one moment you might
be in an Ottoman-era bakery, the next,
buying lokum (Turkish delight) from a thirdgeneration confectioner.
Uzbek food is less well known in the
west, but it shares some similarities with
Turkish cuisine – also a result of its Silk
Road connections. You’ll find plov, similar
to pilaf or Indian biryani, a delicious

Uzbek plov

Turkish delight

slow-cooked meal-in-one, layering rice,
carrots and onions with mutton, lamb or
beef. Cooked correctly, plov is beautifully
aromatic and melts in the mouth. Legend
has it that it first appeared in the region
when Alexander the Great ordered his
cooks to create an easy but satisfying
campaign meal for his soldiers. Uzbeks
also bake tremendously good golden discs
of non bread, hearty samsa (similar to an
Indian samosa, and conveniently portable
for Silk Road journeying) while sharing a
love of melons, mulberries, grapes, nuts,
kebabs and tea with Turks. Then there
is manti, or, by another name, raviolli,
tortellini or momo – all variations on the
same theme: pockets of thin dough stuffed
with a tasty filling. Real Silk Road food.
Some food historians argue that pasta
originated in Iran, and it does make a very
early appearance in a 10th-century cookery
book, whereas others claim that Marco

Polo brought noodles to Italy from China.
Either way, the Silk Road undoubtedly
played a part. Iranians share with the
Turks a love of pomegranates, rice dishes
(tahdig, the crunchy rice at the bottom of
the Persian pan, is sublime) and dried fruit
and nuts – handy snacks, ideal for long Silk
Road journeys.
Food is hardwired into most cultures
along the Silk Road, but Georgians are
particularly adept in the art of the feast.
In the capital, Tbilisi, well-fed locals file in
and out of avant garde restaurants with
Belle Époque-inspired interiors to dine
on tangy sulguni cheese, spicy salsa-like
adjika, plates of pickled chillies, trout
tartare, bowls of spinach pkhali (a minced
vegetable dip), walnut-stuffed aubergine
rolls and – the ultimate Georgian comfort
food – Adjarian khachapuri, a glistening
canoe-shaped bread containing a
wobbling, almost-raw egg in the centre.

Georgian Adjarian khachapuri

Food is hardwired into most
cultures along the Silk Road, but
Georgians are particularly
adept in the art of the feast
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Its isolation and romance
stoked the imagination of
literary figures like Keats,
Marlowe, Kipling and Oscar
Wilde, who, despite never
visiting, all wrote of the
celebrated and intoxicating
riches of Samarkand

Uzbekistan
Another country famous for hospitality,
rugs and fruit, is Uzbekistan. And, for many
travelers, the key destination there is the
fabled city of Samarkand. By the fifth century
AD, Samarkand was already a centre for
pottery and textiles, and when Islam arrived
to wider Central Asia in the eighth century,
with it came brilliant scholars. Creativity
flourished in the cities of Samarkand and
Bukhara. Avicenna, father of modern
medicine, and al-Farabi, once regarded as
the greatest philosophical authority
after Aristotle, both lived and worked in
Central Asia.
With the Silk Road, the population
of Samarkand, in particular, swelled
with merchants, traders and artisans as
trading caravans converged. Many lost
their lives – and their minds – travelling to
Samarkand, which lay hidden behind a near
impenetrable barricade of inhospitable
mountains, steppes and desert.
Later still came Jews, then Russians and
Caucasians, especially when the TransCaspian Railway linked it to the Russian
empire in 1888. All the while, teachings,
religious ideologies and culinary traditions
stayed on from the Silk Road era.
Marco Polo, who arrived in the 13th
century, found Samarkand to be “very large
and splendid”, while in the 15th century,
Castilian envoy Don Ruy González de Clavijo
noted that in Samarkand one could find
“orchards…many palaces and pleasure
grounds”. Its isolation and romance stoked
the imagination of literary figures like
Keats, Marlowe, Kipling and Oscar Wilde,
who, despite never visiting, all wrote of
the celebrated and intoxicating riches of
Samarkand. “Every journey to Central Asia is
a quest for Samarkand”, wrote 20th-century
journalist and traveller Geoffrey Moorhouse.
And this is as true as it ever was for travellers
along the legendary Silk Road today.
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Clockwise: Ak Saray Palace,
Shakhrisabz, Uzbekistan;
Musicians in folk dress,
Uzbekistan; Timur’s
mausoleum, Samarkand,
Uzbekistan
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Recommended C&K Silk Road tours
Classical Turkey

Iran: Treasures of Persia

Discover Turkey’s natural and man-made marvels including Hagia

This journey takes in the supreme Islamic architecture of Isfahan

Sofia and the Grand Bazaar in Istanbul; the remarkable classical

and Shiraz; the ancient Achaemenian capital of Pasargadae;

sites of Troy, Aphrodisias and Ephesus; and the ancient hot springs

and the ruins of Persepolis, one of the world’s greatest

of Pamukkale.

archaeological sites.

Istanbul & Cappadocia

Iran: Persian Palaces & Gardens

Combine the awe-inspiring religious buildings and intoxicating

Explore Persian monuments, spectacular Islamic architecture and

bazaars of Istanbul with the Cappadocia region, a spectacular

Zoroastrian Towers of Silence. As well as the must-see sights of

landscape filled with ‘fairy chimney’ rock formations and

Tehran, Yazd, Shiraz, Persepolis, Pasargadae and Isfahan, this tour

underground cities.

also includes the little-visited city of Kerman.

Across the Southern Caucasus

Uzbekistan: Heart of Central Asia

Explore all three states of the southern Caucasus: begin in oil-

Set on the Silk Road, Uzbekistan has played host to waves of

rich Azerbaijan; travel through Georgia, famous for its ancient

conquerors and nomads. See the legacy they left behind in

monasteries and viticulture; and finish in Armenia, one of the

the towering fortresses of Khiva and Bukhara, and the Islamic

world’s oldest Christian countries.

architecture of Samarkand.

Armenia & Georgia: Treasures of the Caucasus

Uzbekistan: The Golden Road to Samarkand

Explore Armenia and Georgia with Dr William Taylor, expert in

Join Islamic expert Diana Driscoll on an in-depth tour of the most

Ottoman and Orthodox studies. Both countries contain a treasure

magnificent cities of the ancient Silk Road including Samarkand,

trove of ancient ruins, churches and monasteries, together with

Khiva and the medieval city of Bukhara with its dazzling blue

centuries-old folk traditions.

mosaic domes.

Group tour • 8 Nights from £1,245

Private tour • 6 Nights from £920

Group tour • 13 Nights from £2,095

Expert-led group tour • 10 Nights from £2,395

Group tour • 9 Nights from £2,595

Expert-led group tour • 13 Nights from £4,695

Group tour • 10 Nights from £1,845

Expert-led group tour • 10 Nights from £2,745

For more information on any of these tours, or to plan a tailor-made itinerary,
t 020 3813 5108
please speak to one of our Europe or Middle East experts
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CALL of the WILD
Sabah
							

S

ituated on the northern part
of Borneo and jutting out into
the marine life rich waters of
the South China Sea, Sabah is
a pristine paradise of colourful
jungles, dramatic mountain
ranges and dazzling white-sand beaches.
Easily accessible from the UK, Sabah also
offers travellers a chance to sample the rich
local culture, a huge range of adventurous
activities and delicious cuisine from a range
of supremely comfortable hotels.
Twice a week, Borneo’s oldest running
steam train, the North Borneo Railway,
travels over 35 miles into Papar, the interior
of Sabah. Established in 1896 by the British
North Borneo Chartered Company, the train
was originally used to transport tobacco
to the coast for export. Today, the railway
gives visitors the opportunity to experience
the bygone era of the colonial period.
Mount Kinabalu (13,500 ft) located in
Kinabalu Park is still a favourite among
visitors. The park is a Unesco world
heritage site and is open for trekkers every
day. Hiking to the peak is recommended,
however, advance booking for mountain
activities is advised, as it is limited to only 130
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Orang utans, Borneo, Malaysia

Tropical beach, Sabah, Borneo

climbers per day. Sporting and adventure
events are growing around Sabah, attracting
those with a competitive edge and looking
for a taste of Bornean thrill. Race courses
in the hilly interior are specially designed to
award participants with beautiful, raw views
that can’t be seen from a tour bus.
Of course, there are gentler activities on
offer. Sabah is a birdwatching destination
for the Asia Pacific region. Of the 688

resident and migratory species that flock
into Sabah, 54 are endemic to Borneo. The
Bornean bristlehead, according to avid
birders, is a rare and elusive species found
only in the lowland forest of Borneo. Its
black, fiery red and bright yellow head is
easily recognizable, but can be difficult to
spot in the wild. The Borneo Bird Festival is
held every year in Sabah, either in Kinabalu
Park or on the east coast, in Sandakan.

PROMOTED CONTENT

Green sea turtle

TOP

5 EXPERIENCES

1. Visit the Sepilok Orangutan
Rehabilitation Sanctuary, the
leading centre of excellence for
orang utans in Borneo
2. Explore the coastline, with long
stretches of white, sandy beaches
and hundreds of islands to explore
3. Cruise into the jungle down the
Kinabatangan river
4. Hike Mount Kinabalu (13,500ft)
for breathtaking views
5. Head to Pitas lake, where you
have the chance to spot proboscis
monkeys, pygmy elephants and a
variety of birdlife

Madai Waterfall, Kunak © Ahmad Zulhilmi Bin Ahmad Zainori / Sabah Tourism Board

Sandakan is the wildlife capital for Sabah.
The Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation
Sanctuary is a must-visit. It is the leading
centre of excellence for orang utans in
Borneo and offers a less rugged experience,
where visitors can watch from a viewing
platform how rescued orang utans are nursed
and released back into the wild. Nearby,
the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre
nurses adorable sun bears. The Rainforest
Discovery Centre, also in Sandakan, has a long
canopy walkway for an opportunity to sight
250 species of birds, and is one of the few
places to spot the giant red flying squirrel.
There are currently more than 200 events
held in Sabah every year and many other

attractions to visit. Sabah is gifted with a
long coastline with stretches of white sandy
beaches, turquoise water and hundreds
of islands to explore. These islands are
well-known for water sports, snorkeling or
simply relaxing. Some visitors have planned
destination weddings on the beaches,
against a backdrop of fiery sunsets,
while many of Sabah’s beaches are still
undiscovered by tourism.
At nearby islands such as Gaya Island,
large marine life including barracudas, tiny
sea creatures such as mandarin fish, and
colourful corals and reef create an easily
accessible, unforgettable underwater world
– just one of the many wonders of Sabah.

Cox & Kings organises tailor-made travel
and escorted small-group tours to Sabah.
Borneo Wildlife Adventure is available as
an escorted group tour, for 10 days and
7 nights, from £2,395. See page 9 for
more information.
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THE

LITTLE
PICTURE
The Little Guide to Bugs
Latest in the delightful Little Guide series – which includes birds, leaves
and butterflies – this pocket-size book features 40 of the world’s
most distinctive, and frankly delightful bugs. Filled with fascinating facts
and bug-stories, each insect is beautifully illustrated by print-maker
Tom Frost. A wonderful insight into the tiny world around us,
you may never step on a beetle again!

Lily Moth
With a rich, velvety appearance, this multicoloured beauty boasts
shades of pink, white and yellow against a soft, inky backdrop –
a true miracle of nature when you consider this moth is born from a
black caterpillar with an array of white and orange polka dots.
Lily moths tend to lay their eggs on a specific group of host plants. In
doing this they’ve formed a close working relationship, whereby the
moths become the plants’ sole pollinators.
Wing span:
Habitat:
Distribution
Food:
Males & Females:

c.3cm (1 1/5 in)
Gardens, woodland, marshland
India and Sri Lanka
Lilies, amaryllis and crinums
No difference

Eastern Firefly
Enchanting and enigmatic, these winged beetles, also called ‘lightning bugs’, light up
as a way of communicating and attracting a mate. Special organs in the abdomen
mix oxygen with luciferin to produce light, a technique known as bioluminescence.
Incredibly, firefly light flashes on and off in a pattern that is unique to each species.
When feeding, they inject a poison which immobilizes and liquefies their prey, allowing
them to suck up their meal. The Japanese believe that fireflies are the souls of the
dead, usually those who have fallen in battle, while Victorians believed that if one flew
into your home, it was an omen of sudden death.
Length:
5–25mm (1/5 – 1in)
Habitat:	Larvae prefer damp spots, often near streams; adults are found in
forests, fields and arid areas; they prefer warm environments
Distribution:
North America
Food:	Insects, plants, worms and slugs; some adult species may not eat
anything
Males & Females:	The lantern area which lights up is smaller on females
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Rhinoceros Beetle
 ne of the largest beetles in the world, the male rhinoceros beetle is easy to distinguish
O
with its protruding horn, which may look alarming, but is harmless to humans. Some
species are also called the Hercules or unicorn beetle. The male beetle uses its horn
in a tussle for female attention, often ramming into a rival in a display of prowess.
Although they have the ability to fly, their size and horny wings mean they lack grace so
instead prefer to hide in deep vegetation and beneath logs, emitting a highpitched hiss if
disturbed. In Japan, these beetles are popular pets and two males are often made to battle
for gambling.
Length:
Up to 6cm (2 1/3 in)
Habitat:	Forest, woodland, gardens, parks, hedgerows
in leaf litter and rotting wood
Distribution:
Worldwide, except Antarctica
Food:
Sap, rotting fruit and ash
Males & Females:	Male’s horn looks like a rhino’s horn; female has a bump
rather than a full horn

Tarantula Hawk Wasp
A gorgeous metallic blue-black shade, these eye-catching creatures have a gruesome
side. Once a male and female have mated, the egg is deposited on a paralysed
tarantula. The female locates the spider through her sense of smell, scampering
over ground to the burrow where she plans her attack. The grub will then feed
on the spider and once satiated will eventually emerge as an adult. The sting of a
tarantula hawk wasp is thought to be one of the most painful stings in the world.
Length:
Up to 11cm (4½in)
Habitat:	Desert habitats, including shrublands and grasslands
Distribution:
The Americas
Food:	Larvae eat tarantulas; adults eat nectar and fruit
Males & Females:	Male antennae are straight, female curved. Males have 7 segmented
sections on their abdomen, females 6

Vietnamese Walking Stick
Masters of camouflage and plant mimicry, stick insects look
like sticks (or leaves) which makes it easy for them to meld
into their environment. Considering the number of
predators they have, this ability to hide is a gift.
Some species also use other defensive tricks such as
making loud noises and flashing bright colours. After mating,
a female stick insect will lay around 1,500 eggs, which are cleverly
disguised to look like plant seeds. Many species of stick insect are
popular as pets.
Length:
Habitat:
Distribution:
Food:
Males & Females:

1.5–30cm (½–12in)
Tropical forests
Native to Vietnam; in captivity worldwide
Leaves, berries, fruit
Males tend to be smaller than females

Extracted from
The Little Guide to Bugs
by Tom Frost
Quadrille • £7.99
Illustrations © Tom Frost
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From the complex hierarchy of a troop of chimpanzees to
penguins huddling together to keep from freezing in the bitter
Antarctic, many animals are dependent on intricate social
relationships for their survival. Accompanying the new BBC series,
Dynasties examines in astonishing detail the power struggles and
tenderness in animal relationships.
Charting dynasties of five celebrated yet endangered species
– tigers, lions, African wild dogs, emperor penguins and
chimpanzees – the book reveals intimate moments when bonds
are strengthened by grooming and play, alongside brutal struggles
for domination when the future of a dynasty hangs in the balance.

Dynasties: The Rise and
Fall of Animal Families
by Stephen Moss,
with a foreword
by David Attenborough
BBC Books • £25
Image:
Emperor Penguins, Antarctica
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BOOKMARK
Winter means just one thing – the chance to curl up with a gripping novel or download it to your
device as you head for warmer climes. Here’s our pick of this season’s must-reads

War of the Wolf
Bernard Cornwell • HarperCollins • £20
It’s that time of year when publishers bring out their Christmas big-hitters, and
arguably none more so than Bernard Cornwell’s juggernaut Last Kingdom series:
an epic account of the unification of 10th-century England, as seen through
the eyes of slave-child turned warrior, Lord Uhtred. In this, Book 11, Uhtred
has finally regained his ancestral seat of Bebbanburg (modern-day Bamburgh,
Northumberland) but has no time to measure up for curtains as King Edward is
dying and rival powers are moving in on the throne, even as invading Norsemen
mount violent land grabs. The third series will be broadcast at Christmas on
Netflix (after the BBC amazingly dropped the option), but readers will be way
ahead, gripped by this thrilling saga.
Jennifer Cox
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The Rhine
Ben Coates • Nicholas Brealey Publishing • £12.99

Tombland
C.J. Sansom • Mantle • £20

In this engaging travelogue, keen cyclist Ben Coates
follows one of Europe’s classic rivers – the Rhine.
Inspired by living alongside a Rhine tributary in
Rotterdam for five years, Coates cycles the river’s
path from its entry point at the North Sea, through
Germany, France and Liechtenstein, down to its
source in the Alps. The Rhine is Europe’s second
longest river. It helped found the Roman Empire
and was fought over by everyone from Napoleon to
the Nazis. Coates’ journey allows him to trace the
impact that the river has made on Europe, both
historically and culturally. It is a captivating mixture
of travel and history – a perfect Christmas gift for
keen cyclists.

A welcome return to C.J. Sansom and his hugely
popular sleuth, Shardlake, whose job as lawyer to the
rich and powerful of medieval England sees him playing
detective and perilous high-stakes politics. Seventh
in the series, Tombland is set in 1549, as England
slides into political and economic disaster. Shardlake
is working for the Lady Elizabeth – future Queen of
England – when a gruesome murder threatens her
safety. As Shardlake races to discover the source of
the threat, the peasant rebellion explodes across
the country; thousands of peasants overthrow their
landlords and make camp close to Lady Elizabeth’s
home. A whopper of a read, Shardlake’s adventures will
delight Sansom’s fans, and earn him many more.

Amy Johnson

Jennifer Cox
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Books • REVIEW

The Best Moment
of Your Life:
100 Life-changing
Travel Experiences
Lonely Planet • £16.99

Step by Step:
The Life in my
Journeys
Simon Reeve
Hodder &
Stoughton • £20

Arabia: A Journey
Through the Heart
of the Middle East
Levison Wood
Hodder &
Stoughton • £25

I start this book
– billed as 100
life-changing travel
experiences – with a sceptical heart:
yet another must-do travel list, I think
wearily. But soon, I find myself
helplessly flicking through the glossy
pictures of exotic destinations, initially
to ensure I have done at least a few.
But after this initial rush, I’m drawn in
by the short accompanying travel
anecdotes. Real life experiences – honest,
profound and fiercely personal – each lifts
the book beyond the usual bucket
list of adventures. This wide and varied
list reflects the individual nature of
travel; from 11,000-km cycle rides
around the Med to wild camping in
Wales, all are meaningful experiences
to the individuals. Which demands the
question, what’s your life-changing travel
experience?

An astounding,
intimate look at the
award-winning television journalist’s early
life and travels. Reeve has visited over
120 countries, and these include some of
the world’s most dangerous – resulting
in more adventures than most of us
would experience in several lifetimes.
It’s a gripping read as Reeve recounts
his chilling interview with members of
Al-Qaeda in northern Italy, remembers
his time chasing the equator, and running
from ebola while filming for the BBC.
Right from his explorations of London as a
troubled child in the back of his grandma’s
car, Reeve’s appetite for adventure is
palpable. And this vivid account of his
fascinating, often hair-raising crusades
feels more like an enthralling exchange
over coffee with a friend than a formal
autobiography.

I knew Levison Wood
was up to something
when his Instagram feed was inundated
with images of Arabia. And now, this
account of his attempt to circumnavigate
the Arabian peninsula – 5,000 miles from
Iraq to Lebanon, through some of the
world’s most dangerous countries. His
usual TV production team baulked at the
trip, so Wood rounded up two friends,
offering them nothing less than a lifethreatening adventure. Arabia traces a
path through countries with historical and
political narratives running through the
ages. However, Wood’s own travelogue
captures the time and perspective of these
most troubled countries now, as he meets
the last Marsh Arabs, travels through the
Empty Quarter and smuggles himself into
war zones, in this heart-stopping personal
account of historic Arabia today.

Thomas Saunders

Daniella Bassett

Thomas Saunders

Talking Books: Jennifer Cox rounds-up the best new audio releases
The Seven
Deaths of Evelyn
Hardcastle
Stuart Turton
Narrated by Jot
Davies • Audible •
£18.99
A brilliantly inventive mystery that takes
the classic Agatha Christie ‘country house
murder’ set up, and gives it one almighty
twist. Aiden Bishop has been invited to
an extravagant masked ball at Blackheath,
the Hardcastle family estate. But it will
end in tragedy as beautiful, young Evelyn
Hardcastle is shockingly murdered in
front of all the guests. But Evelyn will
not die just once. The day will be repeated
until Aiden can find the murderer, or
himself die trying. This twisty-turny
novel, one of the big hits of 2018, is even
more delightfully perplexing as an audio
book. Keeps you guessing right up to the
final minute.

A Keeper
Written and
narrated by
Graham Norton
• Audible • £24.99

Bright Young
Dead
Jessica Fellowes
Narrated by Rachel
Atkins • Audible •
£19.99

Graham Norton is a bit of a dark horse.
Last year, the chat show host’s debut
novel, Holding, was received with surprise
and delight by critics, as a sensitively
observed tale of love and loss amongst
the suffocating communities of rural
Ireland. Norton’s new novel, A Keeper, is
a return to similar territory, as Elizabeth
Keane flies from New York to Buncarragh,
Ireland to attend her mother’s funeral.
As Elizabeth sorts through her secretive
mother’s possessions, she unearths longburied secrets hinting at the identity of her
own father and a key to her past. Steeped
in a small-town Ireland of disapproval and
curtain-twitching, Norton’s style is Colm
Tóibín-lite, and thoroughly enjoyable.

Author of the Downton books and niece
of their TV creator Julian, Jessica Fellowes
has come into her own with the creation
of the marvellous Mitford Murders series.
Set in England’s roaring 1920s, Louisa
Cannon is governess to the young Mitford
girls – and it is at Pamela Mitford’s 18th
birthday party that the young scoundrel
Adrian Curtis is pushed to his death from
a church tower. The police immediately
arrest their maid, Dulcie, but Louisa has
other ideas and sets about tracking down
the real killer. Second in the thoroughly
entertaining series of novels based on true
crimes, and lavished with period detail,
The Mitford Murders are soon to be a major
TV drama from the makers of The Crown.
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See inside some of the world’s
most striking landmarks
with publishers DK

Panthéon

Paris, France
Inspired by the Pantheon in Rome, Paris’s Panthéon was originally built as a
church. Today a public building, it provides a fitting final resting place for the
nation’s great figures.

When Louis XV recovered from desperate illness in 1744, he was so grateful to
be alive that he conceived a magnificent church to honour Sainte Geneviève.
The design was entrusted to the French architect Jacques-Germain Soufflot,
who planned the church in neo-classical style. Work began in 1757 and was
completed in 1790, ten years after Soufflot’s death, under the supervision of
Guillaume Rondelet. But with the Revolution under way, the church was
soon turned into a pantheon – a location for the tombs of France’s
great and good. Napoleon returned it to the Church in 1806,
but it was secularized and then desecularized once more
before finally being made a civic building in 1885.

The colonnade encircling the dome,
both decorative and part of an
ingenious supporting system

Pediment relief

THE PANTHÉON’S ENSHRINED
The first of France’s great men to be
entombed here (though later removed
on the orders of Robespierre) was
the popular orator Honoré Mirabeau.
Voltaire followed, as did other literary
notables, including Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Victor Hugo and Émile
Zola. In the 1970s, the remains of the
wartime Resistance leader Jean Moulin
were reburied here. Pierre and Marie
Curie’s remains were transferred here
in 1995, followed by Alexandre Dumas
in 2002. In 2015, four more Resistance
fighters – two of them women – took
their place in the Panthéon.
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Entrance

Books • REVIEW

Dome lantern

The elegant arches linking the four pillars
that support the dome

Dome galleries

Colonnade

Alphonse Terroir’s statue (1925)
to the political writer Denis Diderot

Did You Know?
The dome was inspired
by St Paul’s in London
and the Dôme
des Invalides.

Dome arches

Crypt

2018 marks the 25th anniversary
of DK Eyewitness travel guides
and the most in-depth redesign
since the series launched. Offering
atmospheric photography and
inspirational insiders tips in a
lightweight format, the new
guides are your perfect travel
companion. Many redesigned titles
are already available, with more to
be published throughout 2019.

Reproduced from
DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Paris,
published by DK, £13.99
www.dk.com
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EYEWITNESS

YOUR JOURNEY
STARTS HERE

REASONS TO LOVE THE NEW
DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
2018 marks the 25th anniversary of DK Eyewitness and the biggest relaunch of its iconic travel guide
series to date. These beautifully practical books are now oﬀered in a new light-weight format and feature
everything from curated travel content to inspirational photography. Guides to Amsterdam, Berlin, Ireland,
Italy, London, New York City, Paris, Prague, Rome and Washington, DC are available now, with the new look
being rolled out to the rest of the publishing programme in 2019.
EXPERTLY CURATED CONTENT
Brought to you by on-the-ground travel writers and
knowledgeable editors, DK Eyewitness travel guides are
packed with expert advice and local know-how. Whether you
want to ﬁnd the must-see sights, get around a destination
with ease or unearth those oﬀ-the-beaten track spots,
the new guides will make exploring a breeze.
INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCES
Seek out local life and discover hidden highlights, with DK
Eyewitness travel guides’ local tips. Whether you want to get
oﬀ the beaten track in Italy, enjoy elegant symphonies in Paris
or discover Berlin’s incredible architecture, you’ll ﬁnd the
perfect experience for you.
ATMOSPHERIC PHOTOGRAPHY
As the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand words.
And inside DK Eyewitness travel guides you’ll be sure to
ﬁnd gorgeous inspirational photography, plus ideas for
where to snap the perfect picture.

ICONIC ILLUSTRATIONS
DK Eyewitness travel guides wouldn’t be the same
without its unique illustrations. Covering key attractions,
they provide extra insight into sights, something you
won’t ﬁnd in other travel guides.
HANDY MAPS
The practical easy-to-use maps have been thoroughly
updated by DK Eyewitness’s very own in-house cartographers.
Whether you want to negotiate the winding alleys of Rome
or the charming streets of Prague you can rely on the handy
maps to get you where you need to go.

“Guide books just don’t get any better”
CUSTOMER REVIEW

Available now in all good bookshops.
Discover more DK Eyewitness travel guides at www.dk.com/travel

Travel Essentials • REVIEW
Travelling
long haul is bound
to confuse your circadian
rhythms, and there’s nothing
worse than arriving on holiday
feeling wiped out.
Lucy Pierce has compiled
gadgets, remedies and clothing
to ensure a comfortable
journey

Wanted on voyage …
for long flights

To drown out the sound of the plane
(and snorers!)
Flare ISOLATE MiNi ear plugs
£24.99 • flareaudio.com

Stay hydrated.
Chilly’s eco-friendly water bottles keep drinks
cold or warm for the duration of your flight. You
can fill them up along the way.
500ml - £25 • chillysbottles.com

To relax you and send you to sleep
Pukka Night Time tea
£2.99 • pukkaherbs.com

Block out the light at any time of day
Navy Spot Sleep Mask by Love Lammie & Co
£17 • notonthehighstreet.com/lovelammie

How well are you sleeping?
Fitbit One monitors your activity and sleep
patterns. Walking up and down the plane
will also help.
£79.99 • fitbit.com/uk/one

Cashmere bed socks
£36 • thewhitecompany.com

Bose QuietComfort 35 wireless headphones II,
with access to Google Assistant and
Amazon Alexa
£329.95 • bose.co.uk

For awakening and clearing the mind
Dr Organic Travel Ease Aroma Ball
£5.49 • hollandandbarrett.com

Avoid the chill on board
Snug Rug blanket with sleeves
£17.99 • coolstuff.com
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Not to be missed

A new design museum in Scotland, an egalitarian Royal Opera House,
and a celebration of one of history’s greatest forgotten kings –
John Patterson picks highlights in the UK’s cultural calendar

V&A Dundee, Scotland © Hufton Crow

V&A Dundee now open

ROH lets everyone in on the act

Showcasing over 500 years of Scottish
creativity, the new V&A Dundee includes
the magnificent Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Oak Room, painstakingly conserved and
reassembled after being stored in hundreds
of pieces for almost 50 years. The opening
exhibition is Ocean Liners: Speed & Style,
exploring the design and cultural impact
of the ocean liner, focussing on their
engineering, promotion and interior design.
vandadundee.org

Covent Garden’s Royal Opera House has
unveiled a transformative £51m renovation
of its public areas, and is inviting all to attend
an extensive programme of free and ticketed
daytime events, as for the first time the ROH
is open daily to the public from 10am. As part
of their ‘Open Up’ project, the ROH has also
unveiled the intimate new Linbury Theatre.
Now open to the public every day
from 10am
roh.org.uk/about/open-up

Sphinx, British Musem

The greatest king you’ve
never heard of
Discover the world of ancient Assyria at
The British Museum through the life
and legacy of its last great ruler, King
Ashurbanipal. The BP exhibition I am
Ashurbanipal: king of the world, king of Assyria
explores ancient Iraq in the seventh century
BC, when Ashurbanipal became the most
powerful person on earth. Displays evoke the
splendour of his palace, with its spectacular
sculptures and sumptuous furnishings. And
marvel at the workings of his great library,
the first created with the ambition of housing
all knowledge under one roof.
8 Nov 2018 – 24 Feb 2019
britishmuseum.org
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
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In a nutshell...

War Brides:
new portrait exhibition

Not for many years has an issue caused
such consternation as Brexit. And like all
periods of upset, the issue has created
a golden age for political cartoonists.
The Penguin Book of Brexit Cartoons is a
compilation of the best of these cartoons,
perfectly capturing this unique period
of bafflement in our history – whichever
side of the debate you stand on.

The Royal Air Force Museum is hosting
an exhibition of portraits by artist Bev
Tosh, sharing the stories of second world
war brides. Although discouraged by
the military, tens of thousands of locals
married foreign nationals on active duty;
couples met on air bases, in queues,
hospitals and air-raid shelters. Bev Tosh is
the daughter of a Royal New Zealand Air
Force pilot and his Canadian war bride.
RAF Museum, London
4 Oct 2018 – 15 Sep 2019
rafmuseum.org.uk
Warbrides portrait, RAF Museum, London

Pay to Leave © Geoff Thompson

Ana Cross above Rosedale in the Land of Iron © Ebor Images

Land of Iron
The glorious landscapes and fresh moorland air are reason enough to visit the North
York Moors, but a new visitor experience at The Moors National Park Centre launching in
spring 2019 is yet another incentive. It will include an immersive Land of Iron exhibition
telling the story of Victorian ironstone extraction, the ingenuity of the moorland railways
and the sometimes harsh realities of the people who lived through the short-lived ‘gold
rush’ of the Moors. A range of walking and cycle routes that take in key historic mining
sites will complement the display.
The Moors National Park Centre, opening spring 2019
northyorkmoors.org.uk

Gnome © Nick Newman

LAST CHANCE TO SEE
The art of Oceania
The Royal Academy are marking 250
years since Cook’s first voyage to the
Pacific Islands with a dazzling exhibition
of artworks from the region of Oceania.
Drawing from historic ethnographic
collections dating from the 18th century
to the present, exhibits range from shell,
greenstone and ceramic ornaments, to
huge canoes and mighty images of deities,
as well as works by contemporary artists.
Oceania, Royal Academy of Arts, London
Until 10 Dec 2018
royalacademy.org.uk

Blind © Nick Newman

Tene Waitere, Tā Moko panel, 1896-99. Te Papa
© Image courtesy of The Museum of

The Penguin Book
of Brexit Cartoons
Penguin • £4.99

New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa
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Cook like a local
Belize might be a small Latin American country, but it has incredibly
rich culinary traditions due to its history of Creole, British, Mexican,
Mayan and other Latin American influences. One of the ‘must-have’
dishes in Belize, ceviche is quickly becoming a popular dish worldwide

Prawn Ceviche
Originating nearly 2,000 years ago, ceviche is found all over Latin America.
It consists of raw fish or seafood marinated in citrus juice, where the acid in
the juice cooks the proteins in the fish, producing a fresh-tasting dish.
Perfect for dinner parties, it is quick & easy to prepare.

Serves eight
Ingredients
450g prawns
2 cups tomatoes, deseeded and diced
1 cup cucumber, deseeded and diced
1 cup onion, sliced and rinsed with cold water
½ cup coriander, finely chopped
1 habanero pepper, deseeded and finely chopped (optional)
12 large limes, juiced
1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
Salt
Directions
Prepare the prawns by trimming, peeling and slicing them.
You will then need to combine all the ingredients, prepared as
specified, and season to taste.
Let the ingredients stand in the fridge for a minimum of
one hour before serving.
This dish is best served with tortilla chips.

Discover the wildlife, nature and
Caribbean waters of Belize on Cox & Kings’
Belize: Rainforest, Reef & Ruins private tour,
12 Days & 10 Nights from £2,495
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Raise your glasses
The fast-approaching festive season gives us the perfect excuse to indulge
in a winter tipple or two. Cox & Kings has partnered with Naked Wines to
put forward our top picks, sourced directly from independent winemakers,
and including a treacly fortified wine to crack open after the big lunch,
and fresh, fizzy prosecco to see in the New Year

Sacchetto Prosecco Col de L’Utia Brut 2017, Veneto, Italy
Great with some light canapes • £14.99

With a long family tradition, now running
into the third generation, the Sacchetto
winery in Veneto, northeastern Italy, creates
sparkling wine of the highest quality. With
more than 90% of the family’s production
concentrated on prosecco, it’s safe to
assume they know what they’re doing when
it comes to creating the perfect bottle of
bubbly. In fact, Paolo Sacchetto, who is
currently heading up the family business,
has earned himself the sparkling moniker
‘King of Prosecco’!
Interestingly, in the world of sparkling wine, a
‘dry’ or ‘extra dry’ prosecco usually indicates

higher percentages of residual sugar. Look for
‘brut’ on the labelling as an indication of a dry
style wine, offering a much more enjoyable
glass of fizz, like this Col de L’Utia Brut.
Made from the glera grape variety, this fruity
number exudes flavours of green apple
and pear, with the perfect balance of fizz
and flavour making it very easy to drink – a
good choice to impress guests this festive
season. Pop it open and pair with some light
canapes or simply enjoy as an aperitif before
tucking into your Christmas lunch.
- Eleanor Roxburgh

Stepp Beerenauslese 2016, Pfalz, Germany
Delicious with cheese or a creamy dessert • £17.49
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G.Stepp may sound like the latest fitness fad, but it
actually refers to acclaimed German winemaker, Gerd
Stepp. For generations, the Stepp family has been tending
vineyards in the scenic Pfalz region, which is bordered by
France to the south and west, and is home to the Haardt
mountain range, ruined castles, fruit trees, and old walled
villages of half-timbered houses.

Like their neighbours over the border in Alsace, the
Pfalz locals tend to enjoy their sweet wines as an
accompaniment to pâté as a starter, or at the end of the
meal with some local cheeses. However, if you are less
continental in your tastes, this elegant half-bottle would
make a deliciously indulgent companion to a fruity,
creamy dessert.

This beerenauslese combines both scheurebe and riesling
grapes, which have been left to shrivel on the vines to
concentrate the sugars and complex flavours that define
this intense, nectar-like wine. Although sweet, this blend
of grapes creates an aromatic wine with just enough
citrusy acidity to prevent it becoming too cloying.

Stepp translates as ‘quilting’, and with this beerenauslese
Gerd has certainly woven together layers of
complementary flavours to wrap around your taste buds
this festive season.
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- Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Wine • REVIEW

Dunnolly Chardonnay Reserve 2017, Waipara, New Zealand
Perfect with fish or as an aperitif • £18.99

Though not the grape that initially springs to mind when
thinking of New Zealand, this is a fine example of a fresh,
citrusy chardonnay. Dunnolly Estate Wines is a family
owned and operated winery located in the Waipara
Valley, North Canterbury on New Zealand’s South Island.
In 1995, 72 rows of chardonnay and pinot noir were
planted over 8 hectares on clay loam soils. Today, the
family produces a sauvignon blanc, pinot gris and pinot
noir as well as the reserve chardonnay.
This is a single vineyard wine, hand-harvested and
partially fermented in French oak, 30% of which is new,

resulting in a crisp wine that is fresh on the palate with
balanced acidity, and apricot and passionfruit notes.
Straw yellow in colour, with aromatics on the nose, the
wine has good length and complexity, and opens up
once it has been in the glass for a while. The oak is subtle
and adds to the roundness of the wine, rather than
overpowering it.
A perfect accompaniment to fish or seafood, this could
also very easily be enjoyed as an aperitif.
- Julie Livsey

Oh Sister Superiore, Rioja, Spain
Try with manchego cheese and Ibérico ham • £12.99

Oh Sister wines are brought to us from the Rioja region
of Spain by Ruth and Ana De Andres, two sisters with
a lifelong passion for wine (Ruth’s passion led her to
complete degrees in both chemistry and oenology).
Tasting this top-notch tempranillo blend, it bursts with
the energy and vibrancy of a Spanish fiesta, harnessing
the understated brilliance of an expert in the science of
winemaking.

Full of luscious dark fruit and a bit of tummy-warming
oak, Oh Sister Superiore hits you with a well-cooked
plummy fragrance. Perfectly complementing a
Christmas roast with all the trimmings, it would also be
an ideal addition to an evening of tapas, cured ham and
manchego cheese. My suggestion is to decant an hour
or so before drinking, and ensure that family and friends
are en route.
- Thomas Saunders

Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club
partner. An online retailer, Naked Wines
invests in independent winemakers
to source delicious wine at the best
possible prices. The result of
connecting winemakers and wine
drinkers through direct funding
and honest feedback is a website full
of delicious and affordable wines.

COMPASS READER OFFER – SAVE £60
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try the
festive wine selection from Naked Wines, valid against
your first order of £99.99 or more.
To claim your credit, simply visit
nakedwines.com/coxandkingsmag18
Cannot be used in conjunction
with any other offer. Next day
delivery as standard is £4.99.
Full terms and conditions
available at nakedwines.com/terms
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Step back in time...

One in a series of cobweb-busting National Trust winter walks,
follow in the footsteps of a Victorian poet laureate around
		 the wildlife-rich chalk coastal paths of the Isle of Wight

Tennyson Down,
Isle of Wight
Where: High Down Chalk Pit car park, Isle of
Wight. The nearest postcode is PO39 0HY.
Difficulty: Challenging
Time: 2 hours 30 mins – 3 hours
Distance: 7 miles (11.2km)
Map: OS Maps: Landranger 196
or Explorer OL29
Dogs allowed: Yes
An invigorating downland walk, with a
splendid view of the iconic Needles and
the chance to visit a 19th-century fort, a
Cold War rocket test site and a monument
to a Victorian poet laureate. And along the
way, you can refuel with a bite to eat in the
Needles Old Battery tea-room. This 7-mile
(11-km) figure-of-eight walk can be split
into two shorter walks of 3 and 4 miles
(4.5 and 7.5km).
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bench, signposted T27. The steep upward
path continues through a kissing gate to the
top of the hill.
The Tennyson Monument
The Tennyson Monument marks the highest
point on the chalk cliffs of West Wight, 482ft
(147m) above sea level. The poet Alfred, Lord
Tennyson came to live in West Wight in the 1870s
and, robed in his distinctive black cloak, walked
daily on the downs, composing some of his most
famous works. It was with the income from
his poem ‘Maud’ that he was able to purchase
nearby Farringford, his family home. The Cornish
granite cross was erected in his memory in 1897.

Start: High Down Chalk Pit car park, grid ref:
SZ324855. The nearest postcode is PO39 0HY.

2. By the Tennyson Monument, turn right
and follow any of the clifftop paths, aiming
for the aerial mast visible on the skyline to
the far west. Cross one stile in the middle
and a gate towards the end. Skirt the right
boundary of the aerial building then head
diagonally left and downwards to a concrete
road, by the corner of the Coastguard
Station. Cross over and follow the signs to
the Needles viewpoint.

1. Facing the quarry, take the left-hand path
out of the car park. After 45 yards (40m)
turn right and climb the steps by a wooden

The Needles
The iconic Needles form the western tip of a
band of chalk which crosses the centre of the
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Isle of Wight, stretching to Culver Cliff in the
east. This chalk ridge once joined up with the
chalk in Dorset. Originally there were four
rocks. The missing one – a needle-shaped rock
known as ‘Lot’s Wife’ – collapsed in a great
storm in 1764. Today’s Victorian lighthouse is
a circular granite tower. Its sides are three feet
thick at the base – able to withstand waves of
up to 20 feet.
3. Return to the road, turn left and climb the
steps on the left just beyond the Coastguard
Station and before the New Battery. Follow
the path down to the Needles Old Battery,
then the tarmac road towards Alum Bay.
The Old and New Batteries
The Old Battery is a military fort commissioned
by Lord Palmerston in 1862 to protect the Solent
from a French invasion. The invasion never came,
so the Battery is known as one of ‘Palmerston’s
Follies’. A secret winding tunnel through the cliffs
leads to a searchlight position with a unique
panorama of the Needles. Built in the 1890s, the
New Battery played an unlikely role in Britain’s
secret space age programme in the 20th century,
when it was used as a rocket test site.
4. At the corner where the road bends
sharply left towards Needles Park, go
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straight ahead, signposted T25, and climb
a few steps then go through a kissing gate.
Keep to the path along the lower boundary
of the slope, with a fence on the left, passing
the farm, until it starts to rise. Follow the
track diagonally upwards to a beacon. Go
through the gate and take the rutted path
T24 gently downhill on the left, returning to
the car park after a gate.
Replica beacon
Nodes Beacon, dating back to 1638, was once
on the spot now occupied by the Tennyson
Monument. The beacon was one of a chain
of beacons across the Island which were lit to
warn of impending invasion. The stump of the
beacon was moved to its present position on
West High Down alongside a half-size replica of
the original.
Taking care of the downland
Some of the richest chalk grassland in Britain
is found here, and there’s an area of chalk
heath where chalk-loving plants coexist with
acid-loving species, such as heather. The
north side of the downs is being restored to
chalk grassland with gorse management and
clearance of young trees. The turf is kept short
by the passage of many feet and rabbit grazing.
The downs are now grazed by sheep and cattle.

5. At a four-way junction by a marker post
and close to a National Trust omega sign,
turn 90 degrees left through a gate and
down the bridleway. Notice “Tennyson’s
Bridge” 30m to the left, but turn right at the
T-junction and go along the path, with a golf
course and glimpses of Farringford on
the left.
6. At the gate onto the road, turn right
towards Freshwater Bay, and pass the
thatched church of St Agnes.
Thatched church of St Agnes
St Agnes is the only thatched church on the
Isle of Wight. It was built in the early 1900s but
some of the stonework was recycled from the
17th-century birthplace of the scientist Robert
Hooke, and a 1622 datestone can be seen on
the outside of the vestry wall. The land for this
new church was donated by the son of the poet
laureate Lord Tennyson while he was living at
nearby Farringford.
7. Just after Dimbola Lodge, turn right
through a gate into a field and go straight
up the hill, not deviating to the right, and go
through the gate on the skyline. Bear gently
right and carry on uphill until the Tennyson
Monument is reached. Turn right and head

to the gap in the trees and retrace your steps
down the steep path back to the car park.
Flora and fauna
Nine species of orchid can be found on the
downs. These include the pyramidal orchid
– the county flower of the Isle of Wight. West
High Down also has the largest concentration
in the country of the rare early gentian. Look
out for Adonis blue, chalkhill blue and dark
green fritillary butterflies in summer. Herring
gulls, cormorants and ravens nest on the chalk
cliffs, and peregrine falcons – our fastest bird –
returned here in the 1980s.
End: High Down Chalk Pit car park, grid ref:
SZ324855. The nearest postcode is PO39 0HY.

From bracing coastal strolls to frosty woodland
wanders, the National Trust has plenty of
wintry walking trails to explore. For more
details visit nationaltrust.org.uk/walking

Images L-R:
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
Tennyson Down © National Trust Images John Miller
The Needles, Isle of Wight
Tennyson Monument, Isle of Wight
Map: Google Earth, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA,
GEBCO, Image © 2018 TerraMetrics
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Safe water changes everything;
it improves health, education,
women’s rights, leads to secure
food sources, economic growth
and brighter futures
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CHARITY FEATURE

JUST A

DR P
UK-based charity Just a Drop transforms lives by working with
communities to provide sustainable safe water and sanitation.
Holly Blaxill reports from a clean-water project in India

A

marpura village is situated in
the rural, drought-affected
district of Chhatarpur in
Madhya Pradesh, India. The
majority of villagers rely on
farming for their income
and live well below the poverty line. Like
many other rural communities across the
country, villagers in Amarpura do not have
access to a sustainable supply of safe water
or adequate sanitation facilities. Open
defecation is widely practised, which has
a huge impact on health, and also puts
women and girls at risk of attack. Without
proper sanitation systems, existing water
sources become contaminated, which
causes villagers to become sick.
Although the Indian government has
invested in establishing better drinking
water supplies and household sanitation
across the country, new toilets often remain
unused. And water systems break, often due
to lack of maintenance and, importantly, a
lack of understanding about the need for
hygiene and sanitation, and cultural beliefs
which prevent these practices.
Just a Drop is an international
development charity which transforms
lives by working with communities to
provide sustainable safe water, sanitation
and hygiene solutions. Safe water changes
everything; it improves health, education,
women’s rights, leads to secure food
sources, economic growth and brighter
futures. It completely transforms lives,
especially those of women and children.
Cox & Kings has partnered with Just a
Drop to deliver a comprehensive safe water,
sanitation and hygiene project, which will
benefit the 1,500 people living in Amarpura
village. Over the course of a year, the project
will provide the community, including the
two village schools, with wells, hand pumps,

toilets and hygiene education (which covers
the need for proper hygiene practices, such as
handwashing) to avoid the spread of disease.
Among the community there is hope for
the future and a sense of excitement at
the change that safe water and sanitation
will bring. A borehole well has now been
drilled, which will provide a sustainable safe
water source, and existing broken hand
pumps and dirty wells across the village are
being refurbished. Handwashing stations
at both schools have been constructed and
hygiene education has begun. Further work
has started on village ‘model’ toilets, which
will act as benchmarks and support the
community to obtain existing government
funding for their own household toilets.
Lakshmi Patel, 52, is a member of the
newly formed Village Water Sanitation
Committee, which works with Just a
Drop and represents the village. Lakshmi
mobilises the community to make sure that
everyone does their part in looking after the
village water and sanitation assets. Lakshmi
is keen to improve the use of toilets in the
village, and as a nursery worker has already
begun to teach children about hygiene
practices. She’s passionate about her role:
“Water is our life. If there is no water, how
can we live properly?”
Ramwati is a warm, friendly woman in her
mid-thirties, and a mother of six – to five
boys and a much-wanted daughter. She lives
with her children, husband and mother-inlaw close to an existing well, which has made
many of her children sick with diarrhoea and
malaria over the years. She’s keen to copy
the model toilets when they are finished and
tells us happily that she can’t wait to see the
changes the project will bring to life in the
village: “It will soon be very good for us.”
Over at the village secondary school,
a new boundary wall has been freshly

painted with hygiene messages to reinforce
the hygiene training the children have
recently begun to receive. Teacher Durga
Prashadahirwar talks of how the wall has
made the school a much safer environment.
Wandering village cattle are now kept out
of the perimeter, and villagers who would
often use the outdoor areas of the school
for open defecation no longer do so.
The schoolchildren are happy about this
and are excited to have safe water at school,
thanks to a recently refurbished hand pump.
Children at the local primary school share
their excitement, and talk of how they now
bathe every day and wash their hands after
going to the toilet. Sumit, 10, shyly says:
“It keeps us free of disease. I am happy!”
Over the next six months, project work
will continue across the village, including
the refurbishment of toilets which aren’t
functioning, the construction of further
hand pumps and the clearing of areas
currently used for open defecation to
make playing fields.
The project will transform the lives of
the villagers. With a sustainable source
of safe water, improved sanitation and
an understanding of hygiene practices,
health will improve across the entire
community. Women and girls will be
safer, schoolchildren will receive a better
education and the lives of the entire
community will improve considerably,
leading to economic growth and
brighter futures.

To find out more about
Just a Drop’s work,
or if you’d like to get
involved or make a
donation, please visit justadrop.org
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Compass Points
Fresh from visiting Cairo, Istanbul and Athens for his latest BBC2 series
Ancient Invisible Cities, Professor Michael Scott asks what
qualifies as having ‘done’ a travel location?
Illustration by Abigail Baldwin
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COMPASS POINTS

Y

ou hear it all the time… on
planes, in bars, restaurants
and at family gatherings: ‘We
did X this summer’. X marking
the spot of a city, region or
indeed even an entire country.
I know a lot of people get cross when
they hear this expression (not least as it
makes little pure grammatical sense), and
I’m one of them. Not so much because of
the grammar, but because of the sense
it brings that the location in question
somehow has no more to offer – it has been
‘crossed off the list’. So what does it, or
should it, mean to be able to say you have
‘done’ a location?
I spend a lot of my time in and around
the Mediterranean. Sometimes it’s holiday,
but mostly it’s because of my work as an
ancient historian and archaeologist of
the Greek and Roman worlds. Inevitably,
when I go to any location, I am particularly
drawn to see its archaeological sites and
museums, to understand something about
its heritage and past. My next crucial step is
always to try to sample the local food and
drink in a local restaurant away from the
tourist trail. After that, my goal is always
to find a good outdoor cafe, sit down with
a coffee, and watch the world go by until
there’s a sense that I have a feel for the
rhythm of the place.
I suspect for many people, the notion
of having ‘done’ a location looks a little bit
like the above (perhaps with substituting
the archaeological sites for the key visitor
attractions). To ‘do’ a place is both to tick
off some of the elements it proclaims you
should see (its ‘unique selling points’ in
marketing speak), but also to have secured
some feeling of having gone beyond the
tourist trail and scratched the surface of a
place. Often, it is this experience which gets
turned into the key story told to friends
and family back home, about how you
discovered ‘this little gem’ of a place ‘off the
beaten track’.
In recent years, I have been lucky
enough to write and present TV
documentaries about the ancient world for
a number of broadcasters. And working
with a TV crew to film a documentary about
a place has given me a whole new sense
of what it means to have ‘done’ a location.
Budgets are tight, schedules are packed.
Often, we turn up with just enough time to
film whatever we need to make the scene
work for the TV documentary, oftentimes
focusing on some particular aspect of the
location which has been pre-decided during
the script-writing stage. The great joy of
filming is that you gain access to some of

the most extraordinary sites in the world
(and I use ‘extraordinary’ in its widest sense
here), but we are never there long enough
to fully appreciate all their wonder. We
leave each location with it ‘done’ – as in,
captured ‘in the can’ for the documentary
(we hope!) – but never ‘done’ in terms of
having explored and experienced it fully.
That said, my recent series for the BBC
(Rome’s Invisible City, Italy’s Invisible Cities and
Ancient Invisible Cities) have given me a new
slant on what it means to ‘do’ a location –
whether filming or visiting it as a normal
tourist. The series have often focused on
locations behind the scenes and out of the
way, not visible to the public eye, often
venturing down into drains, aqueducts,
sewers, quarries and tombs. In many ways,
these are the arteries, veins, muscles and
key organs of a city. Experiencing these
spaces that have themselves survived for
over 2,000 years, has not only given me a
renewed appreciation for the skill of the
workmen of the ancient world, but also
reminded me how much it was the skill
of these – often humble people near the
bottom of the social pyramid – that allowed
these ancient communities to flourish.
Visiting these locations has left me
wondering what these people – the people
who built and lived in these places –
thought of the communities they lived in
so long ago? Don’t worry – I am not about
to suggest that when you visit a place, you
have to see its drains and sewers before
you can say you have ‘done’ it. But what I
am saying, is that it’s no longer enough to
sit in a local cafe or restaurant to gain a
feel for the rhythm of a place. I may not be
able to go and ask a 2,000-year-old Roman
sewer engineer what he thinks of his
home – it would not be much of a two-way
conversation. But what I increasingly find
myself seeking out in every place I visit, is an
opportunity to actually talk to locals, to gain
some understanding of their perspective
on their home, and to find out what they
enjoy most about it (and dislike most about
it, too). I try to share in their perspective,
to share in their living of a place. Language
barriers aside (and there have been some
hilarious misunderstandings), it has been a
constant joy and privilege to see places not
through my eyes, but theirs.

Professor Michael Scott’s book Ancient
Worlds: An Epic History of East and West is
out now (Windmill, £9.99). Ancient Invisible
Cities: Cairo, Istanbul and Athens is available
to view on BBC iPlayer.
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...this was no ordinary remodel;
over £83m was spent on
large-scale sculptures and
artwork alone, including
acres of hand-carved
marble and stone
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BEHIND THE SCENES

BEHIND
THE SCENES
Beijing is a city which is simultaneously unsentimentally hyper-modern,
and steeped in its historic culture and crafts. Chris Leadbeater meets
a man with first-hand experience of both – General Manager
of The Peninsula Beijing, Vincent Pimont

I

t is impossible to escape the fact that
Vincent Pimont is French. It is there in
the discreet elegance of his cufflinks, the
sharpness of his suit, the considered way
he speaks. And it is there in his accent –
a soft Parisian brogue that could not hail
from any other country.
“No, I have never lost my accent,” he
laughs. “I cannot fake it.”
It is not inconceivable, however, that a
career in the tourism industry that has
kept him travelling for over 25 years might
have erased some of the Gallic purr from
his voice. He was part of the launch team
for Disneyland Paris in 1992, but in the
quarter-century since, his work has taken
him around the planet: from Disneyland
Paris to Disney World in Florida, to New
York, the paradise island of Bora Bora in
French Polynesia… And, most significantly,
to China, where he is currently in his
second spell at its most hallowed hotel –
The Peninsula Beijing.
He has a calm presence. But you could
forgive him a little nervous tension. His
return to the hotel in January 2017 – after
three years in Paris, helping to set up the
Peninsula property which opened in the
French capital in 2014 – was as its General
Manager. The top job. The place where
the buck stops. This was his first leap
into the hot seat, and it would have been
a promotion loaded with pressure even
without a significant side issue – that The
Peninsula Beijing he came back to was
midway through an enormous renovation.
“It was difficult,” he admits. “When a
property is under renovation, it is hard
to manage it. We could have decided to
close the hotel entirely. We did not. But we
were honest. We told our guests that we
were under renovation. We did not want to
cheat people. We shut more floors than we
needed to, so that the work would not affect
the rest of the building.”

The Peninsula Beijing opened in 1989 – a
lifetime ago in a city which tears down and
starts again with ruthless determination. And
this was no ordinary remodel; over £83m was
spent on large-scale sculptures and artwork
alone, including acres of hand-carved marble
and stone. The makeover was designed not
only to modernise the hotel, but to convert
a retreat of 525 units into a more spacious
entity of 230 rooms and suites. Now finished,
the process took three years.
“We made the situation simpler by
turning it into a positive thing for our
guests,” Pimont continues. “When you
refurbish a hotel at this level, you employ
the best craftspeople. So we created an
experience where we would take guests to
see these artists working in – for example
– onyx or marble. At first, the contractors
were uncomfortable. But then they began
to feel proud. Some of them come from the
countryside, not Beijing. And here they had
people from all over the world, fascinated by
their skills, and what they were doing.”
At the same time, he had to adapt
to his new position. “The transition from
Hotel Manager – effectively the second
in command – to General Manager is
challenging,” he muses. “As a hotel manager,
you are the director of operations. You are
on the floor, you meet all the guests, you

know everything. When you are a GM, you
are more removed from the day-to-day
operations, but you are responsible for
everything – safety, security, legal matters.”
This is not the first time he has had to
adjust. He tells a story from his first period
at The Peninsula Beijing, when, in the buildup to the 2008 Olympics, he gave the fitness
centre manager an instruction to empty the
swimming pool immediately for cleaning.
The subsequent damage – when, due to the
change in pressure, the tiles dropped off
the side of the pool – was, he says, a lesson
he had to learn. The fitness centre manager
knew this would happen without proper
precautions, but did not want to contradict
an urgent request from his boss. “I had to
change my style of management,” he adds.
“In China, the boss is seen as always being
right. Even if he is wrong. Afterwards, I told
the fitness centre manager that he needed
to challenge me. He looked at me like I had
come from a different planet.”
He is quick, though, to correct the idea
that people in China are deferential, or
trapped in a former century. “China has
become very digital. Now, it is all about this,”
he explains, pointing to his phone. “It does
everything.” He outlines a hyper-connected
Beijing where cash is becoming obsolete,
and the room key will follow. “In the next
few years, we may have a system at The
Peninsula where you will be able to open
your door with your phone. The security is
not there yet, but it will happen.” He grins.
“I have had to adapt very fast.”
A man unchanged? Only his accent.

For more information on The Peninsula
Beijing visit peninsula.com/beijing
Images
Vincent Pimont, GM of The Peninsula Beijing © Nick Gregan
Other images courtesy of The Peninsula Beijing
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AND receive a FREE WHERE TO GO WHEN: THE AMERICAS worth £14.99
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
Compiled by Philip Hamilton-Grierson
Complete the cryptic crossword for your chance to win a copy of Dynasties: The Rise and
Fall of Animal Families by Stephen Moss, with a foreword by David Attenborough
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All entries must be received by 31
March 2019. Please send your entry,
including your full name and address to:
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Compass Crossword Competition
c/o Ellie Roxburgh, Cox & Kings Ltd,
6th Floor, 30 Millbank,
London, SW1P 4EE
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Or email your answers to
promotions@coxandkings.co.uk
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SUMMER ISSUE WINNER
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Accompanying the
new BBC TV series,
this gorgeously
illustrated book
examines the
intricate social
lives and familial
hierarchies of some our planet’s most
fascinating animals.
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For the last issue we gave away a pair
of tickets to the Monet & Architecture
exhibition at the National Gallery.
Congratulations to our winner, Mrs Sara
Richmond from Oxfordshire.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
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1. T
 he closing date for entries is 29 March
2019.

32

2. T
 he competition is open to individual
residents of the UK aged 18 or over, except
employees of Cox & Kings, their associated,
affiliated or subsidiary companies, and
their families, agents, or anyone connected
with this competition, including the thirdparty promotional partners.

30
31

Across...

Down...

3. The winners will be drawn at random on
1 April 2019 from all correct entries received
prior to the close of the competition.

1	Capital where the oracle was found to
have lost power (5)
6 Blow nothing with brio (5)
9	In France we’re short of veal – it’s rich
but lacking in taste (7)
10 Eire loses Irish republican antelope! (5)
11	Ten, say, drop insect then run off
together (5)
12 Misuse holiest ancient tools (7)
13 Kiss follows dead rubber (5)
16 Not up to consume team’s poison (5)
19	Foreign Office fibbed about terribly rude
range of delusions (5,2,8)
20	In suspense, mysterious rabbit hath
tweed (4,5,6)
21	Gilbert & Sullivan initially gathered
headwear on Indian mountain passes (5)
24 Saint has converted store (5)
27 Showing bravery, I’m in shore in a
storm (7)
28 Asian city also contains Kentucky (5)
29	Terrorists’ intelligence rebounded for
this national (5)
30	Wildebeest in cold season without
hesitation it gets screwed (4,3)
31	Democrat greeting’s not hard but is
unflattering (5)
32 Say bye to former impressionist art (5)

1 Live in valley containing water source (5)
2	Start to live where the sun rises most
infrequently (5)
3 Finger list (5)
4	Crazy to hurl telephone? You’re having a
laugh! (4,3,5,3)
5 Quirkily different, he read to bird (9,6)
6 East wind enveloped invitee (5)
7	Audibly take action against native
Americans (5)
8	Indian, for example, had love for chewed
cane (5)
14 Ban rearrangement of oil bash (7)
15	This describes characteristics of single, it
precedes the upheaval (7)
17	Strange people have time to find missing
piece (7)
18	So I return and take leave in Amazonian
port (7)
21	Kept in school, some made tagine the
wrong way (5)
22 Uneven, like botanical gardens (5)
23	Ostentatious, yet lacking confidence
about overt wealth initially (5)
24 Strike in troubled times (5)
25	To the rear, at wonderful inverted
interior (5)
26	Members of Thai family found here in
Israel (5)

4. T
 he prize is a copy of Dynasties: The Rise
and Fall of Animal Families by Stephen Moss
(BBC Books, 2018).
5. T
 he prize is non-refundable and nonexchangeable. No cash alternative.
6. T
 he promoter of the competition is
Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30
Millbank, London SW1P 4EE.

Answers to summer 2018 crossword:
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INTERVIEW

ONE
GIANT
LEAP

M

y first novel, When the
Lion Feeds, was published
in 1964. As soon as
contracts were signed and
I received my advance, I
flew to England, the first
time I had visited the country I would one
day call home. I stayed with my publisher
Charles Pick’s family in Lindfield, under the
South Downs near Brighton.
Born in the year the Great War ended,
Charles was fifteen years my senior – and a
man who had seen as much of the world as
I one day hoped to. His own war had been
spent in Burma, India, and on Mountbatten’s
far-eastern war crimes commission: a period
of his life that intensified his interest in other
cultures and less familiar parts of the world.
He was one of that rare breed of publishers
who seemed to operate by pure instinct,
and, at a time when editors’ tastes were
the life-blood of a publishing house, he was
given licence to pursue literary excellence
wherever he could find it.
It was London in the swinging 60s, an
uninhibited time, and girls were just as
happy as men to make the first move. It
was exhilarating, liberating, there was so
much optimism in the air, and women
had opinions, they could take you or leave
you. You’d go on to a dance floor and start

The word prolific might have been invented for Zambianborn, best-selling novelist Wilbur Smith, who has written
a novel virtually every year since his first in 1964.
Many turned into popular films, Wilbur Smith’s novels
are historical fiction which explore southern Africa over
the last four centuries. But it was a trip to London in the
1960s which opened his eyes to the world
dancing and a girl would just sidle up and
whisper in your ear. There was an innocence
about it all, as if young people had been
reborn and were going to change the world.
I had such an amazing time in London during
my first trip.
I decided to visit as many high street
bookshops as I could, and I started
terrorising the booksellers stocking my
books. I’m not sure what I really expected
to find. I thought there might have been
twenty or thirty journalists and as many
photographers hanging on my every witty
word. I thought that I would see every
bookshop in London jammed with my
books and posters screaming, ‘A great new
literary genius hits the shelves’. I thought,
perhaps, even the Queen might invite me to
Buckingham Palace for tea.
None of these happened. In fact, I found
myself wandering from one bookshop to
another looking for my book, and often
I found it at the back with the children’s
books or still boxed-up in the store room.
Sometimes I would speak to the owners of
the bookshop and pester them to display it
in the front window. At other times I would
take the book from the shelf, hide it under
my coat and put it in the window myself.
I was caught doing this by one bookshop
owner and he phoned my publishers and

said, “keep that young author of yours out
of my shop!” Others had phoned to complain
as well; ‘pain in the neck’ was one of the
politer epithets.
Finally, somewhat disillusioned, I headed
back to Africa. I was in the departure lounge
at Heathrow Airport, sitting waiting for my
plane when, looking across the lounge, I saw
a woman reading my book.
The thrill was so intense that the hair
stood up on the back of my neck and I
came out in a cold sweat as I watched
her. She was turning the pages and I was
desperately hoping she’d burst into tears,
or laughter – show some emotion! But she
didn’t. I pretended to go to the bathroom
and passed behind her chair, sneaked a
glance at what page she was on, came back
and finally I couldn’t resist it anymore. I went
and stood in front of her and said, “Excuse
me, madam.” She looked up and said, “Yes?”
And I said, “That’s my book you’re reading.”
And she said, “I’m terribly sorry, I just found it
lying here,” and she thrust it into my hand.

Courtney’s War
by Wilbur Smith
(published by Zaffre, £20)
is out now in hardback & eBook
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